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The multi-award-winning magazine of the Bristol & 
District Branch of CAMRA, the Campaign for Real 

Ale, plus the Bath & Borders Branch Cheddar Ales was set up by Jem Ham in 2006 after having brewed for Butcombe Brewery for 15 
years. He patiently waited until a unit became available in Cheddar and once in, he shipped a 
20-barrel brew kit over from Ireland. Brewing began in October 2006, and Cheddar Ales had their 

launch party in November 2006. Just four days later, Jem’s son Oscar was born, five weeks earlier than 
expected. 

Jem’s early aim was to establish a limited number of beers of recognisable and consistent quality in 
local pubs and clubs. His first brew was Gorge Best and Potholer came a close second. These two remain 
Cheddar Ales’ best-selling labels. For fourteen months these were the only two styles on sale, while 
Jem developed Totty Pot, then Bitter Bully, Goats Leap and then finally Crown and Glory. By 2008 his 
daughter Olivia was born, and he launched Potholer and Totty Pot in bottle-conditioned packaging. Totty 
Pot went on to win a Gold Medal at the International Beer Challenge in 2009.

Despite the recession, the company grew, and Richard Norman joined Jem as brewer in 2012 after 
completing his IBD certificate in brewing. He was joined in 2016 by John Mahon, who worked at Sprig 
and Fern in New Zealand then the White Hag Brewery in Ireland. 

Cheddar Ales currently has five fermenting vessels, each one capable of holding 21.5 brewery barrels 
of beer, or around 6,150 pints, giving a weekly brewing capacity of around 30,000 pints, which may 
sound a lot but is certainly ‘micro’ in terms of the brewing industry. Jem says that by hand-crafting such 
relatively small volumes, Cheddar Ales can ensure that character, consistency and quality lie at the heart of 
all their beers. 

In the last two years, as the core range has grown in reputation, Cheddar Ales has introduced more 
seasonal brew styles. Both Firewitch and Hardrock were launched last year to a receptive trade. Firewitch 
was named in the top three UK saisons by beer writers Boak and Baily, 
and Hardrock won high accolades in the packaged beer and pale ale 
categories in Tuckers Maltings annual SIBA SW beer festival. 

This year Cheddar Ales will produce no less than five seasonal 
styles. Karst, an amber ale, sold out just weeks after its launch in March. 
Bedstraw, a German style Kolsch, was snapped up for the Glastonbury 
Festival though should be available in Bristol at the Lansdown in 
Clifton until end of September, and Wild Thing, a West Coast pale ale, 
is available at the time of writing, but moving fast. A firkin of each has 
been kept aside for the Cheddar Ales Tenth Anniversary Beer Festival, 
which takes place on Saturday, 10th September. Brimstone 10, a 5.4% 
red IPA, will launch at the party itself. Later in the year, an oatmeal 
chocolate stout called Velvet Bottom will replace the Festive Totty as 
their Christmas beer. 

Many pubs sell beers from Cheddar Ales, of course. The Ring 
of Bells in Wookey, however, is the first pub to feature Cheddar 
Ales branding on its signs, and it stocks a range of Cheddar beers 
permanently; it is a great place to go and try out a few of the new styles, 
or old favourites. 

Ten years of 
Cheddar Ales Cheddar Ales are celebrating 10 years 

brewing with a beer festival to be held on the 
brewery site, located at Winchester Farm in 
Cheddar (Draycott Road, BS27 3RP). 

The event is running over a single day 
– Saturday 10th September – and split into 
two halves, the first  a family-friendly session 
from noon to 6pm, the second an adults-only 
evening session  between 7pm and midnight.

As well as a great range of beers, there 
will be live music both sessions, and food 
offerings including a cake stall, hog roast 
and pizza cooked fresh on site.

Tickets can be bought online at www.
cheddarales.co.uk or at Cobbs of Cheddar 
or the Wedmore Paper Shop, or on the door 
on the day. Card-carrying CAMRA members 
get a 20% discount on the door (or ‘payback’ 
if tickets bought in advance).

Jem Ham, Managing Director

John Mahon, Brewer

Richard Norman, Brewer

The new-look Cheddar Ales brewery shop,
decked out by local company With Bear Hands, is: 
“No longer the dumping ground for deliveries and 
even has a nice comfy seat for weary travellers.”

Emily Kay Goodman, Marketing

Simon Baker, Drayman

Catherine Nicholson, Sales
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News from Butcombe Brewery

Wherever you want your visit 
to the pub to take you, we’ve 

got the venue to fit your bill.
From rural landscapes with top 

quality dining and individual style, 
to live music venues with good old 

fashioned boozers in between, 
our range of pubs are just the 
ticket to your perfect outing.  

Nestled amongst the Somerset 
countryside, paving the bustling 

streets of Bristol and Bath, 
glistening along the waterfront.

We’ve got 19 pubs across 
Somerset, Bristol, Bath, 

Cheltenham and we’d love to see 
you for a drink!

For more information on our pubs 
and their location, head to:

W W W. B U T C O M B E . C O M

Butcombe ad.indd   2 17/06/2016   11:49

Let’s begin with the story some of you may have already have 
heard, that the Liberation Group which took over Butcombe have 
now recently been acquired by Caledonia Investments. Should we 

be concerned? It would appear not; we are assured that “no changes are 
envisaged and Butcombe Brewery will remain as it always has with the 
same team producing quality ales as normal.”

 Managing Director’s, Geraint Williams, said: “We have been 
brewing some of the best beer in the UK since the 1970s and we have 
built a new team to drive the business forward. It is very important to us 
not to lose the character for which we are known and loved across our 
heartland. That is what makes us who we are and our beer is at the core 
of everything we do.” 

He also stated that Butcombe has seen year on year growth in sales 
of 42% and is in the top 20 performers in the nationwide draught cask 
ale market. 

Butcombe also report that it has been a busy summer for them; 
Butcombe beers have been available way beyond just the pubs. They have 
been making appearances at many events including at the Royal Bath & 
West Show, at the Chalke Valley History Festival, at Grillstock (where 
ITV barbecue champion Simon Dyer used Butcombe Bitter to create his 
renowned Butcombe Brisket), at the City Beer Festival in London, and at 
the Pen & Wig pub in Cardiff in early July where Butcombe took part in 
an eight-beer cask takeover which “went down a storm” – and with more 
tap takeovers happening in the coming months.

An event yet to come will be the Clevedon Tides Festival from 23rd 
to 25th September where Butcombe will sponsor the main stage and 
Butcombe beers will be in the beer tent and in the local outlets. Their 
message is: “Please come along and show support for the event, which 
will help revitalise the Clevedon marine lake.”

On the pub front, Butcombe have recently announced the purchase of 
two new freehold sites. The Pelican Inn at Chew 
Magna and the Charlton in Shepton Mallet will 
add to Butcombe’s existing portfolio of 19 pubs 
across Somerset and the Mendips. We are told this 
marks the beginning of a strategic growth plan that 
will see up to 20 pubs a year joining the Butcombe 
family over the next five years. The Pelican, or 
Pelly as it is known locally, is named after Sir 
Francis Drake’s ship in which he set sail from 
Plymouth to circumnavigate the globe. The pub 
is set in an ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ 
close to Bristol and Bath. The pub will remain open 
with all existing staff and there are plans to grow 
the existing business through renovation and the 
creation of additional bedrooms. The Charlton is 
described as “a traditional ale house with a large 
garden and will be added to Butcombe’s Partner 
Pubs group building on the portfolio that comprises 
good traditional local pubs and premium-led food 
outlets.”

In other pub news, the Mill at Rode, which 
is located about 10 miles south of Bath, has had 
a renovation investment of £400,000 from the 
Channel Islands-based Liberation Group, as they 
continue to modernise and improve the pub stock. 
The Mill is “popular for its premium casual dining 
offering, catering for up to 300 diners inside and 
out.”

Butcombe is the first brewery to be accredited 
with ‘Grain to Glass’ quality assurance by Cask 
Marque. The programme saw auditors assess the 
whole Butcombe beer-making process right up to its 
delivery and being poured into a glass for the final 
drinker. All the pubs are subject to annual cellar 
inspections by Cask Marque and hold the Cask 
Marque award for beer quality

A couple of seasonal beers that have made 
appearances recently have been Hop Eye and Yeti. 
The 4.2% Hop Eye has had fantastic feedback and 
is described as having “a soft start, intense hoppy 
middle and clean finish.” The 4.0% Yeti is described 
as “crisp with good bitterness, classic in style but 
elevated by the fruity US hops featuring Glacier, a 
great hop without the forceful taste of some of the 
‘C’ hops (Citra, Cascade, etc.).”

September sees the return of the 4.3% Crimson 
King. This beer made its debut three years ago 
and is described as having “a rye malt background 
with distinctive, refreshing, spicy dry flavours – 
three UK hops plus Styrian for aroma combine to 
make a very red beer bursting with hop character, 
and a fresh, fruity aroma.”

Finally we should report that unfortunately 
Butcombe will not be hosting the ever-increasingly 
popular open day at the brewery in Wrington this 
year after all. The event was due to take place 
towards the end of September. Hopefully it will 
make a return next year.
   Nigel Morris

Bristol Beer Factory’s FactoberFest returns to 
Bedminster again this year, from 9th to 11th September, 
in its usual venue of the Tobacco Factory. This annual 

event offers free entry to South Bristol’s biggest beer festival, 
featuring many of our wonderful local breweries and a good 
selection of what the rest of the country can supply. Expect over 
60 different beers over three days, live music, locally produced 
food and wonderful surroundings. (If you’re reading this in time, 
they say volunteers for manning the bar are welcome, so please 
get in touch with the brewery on 0117 902 6317 or by email to 
enquiries@bristolbeerfactory.co.uk.)

The Bristol Beer Factory report that both cask and keg 
production volumes have significantly increased with cask sales 
now at an all time high. The BBF consider that cask beers are 
their most important product and so that is where they have 
been focusing, with a few more specials than normal being 
introduced. The most recent hop harvest from New Zealand has 
come in so they are brewing Bitter Kiwi, a 5% ABV golden 
ale. Twelve Apostles (its Aussie equivalent also 5% ABV) 
has been readily available in recent months. Bristol Export 
(a 5.8% English IPA) and Junga (a 3.4% session pale heavily 
featuring the Polish Junga hop) are also in circulation. Check 
out their beers page at www.bristolbeerfactory.co.uk for more 
information.

The bottle range has been slightly slimmed down with a 
view to releasing some new products in the next six months 
or so, including Southern Conspiracy very shortly – packed 
with New Zealand hops and then aged in oak Chardonnay 
barrels (pictured). An Imperial Stout has also been brewed and 
is currently ageing and due for release just before Christmas. 
A version of their popular 12 Stouts of Christmas will be 
returning this year, although this time it will be in cask and keg 
versions at their pub the Barley Mow, so regular visits may be 
required.

The warehouse next door to the brewery has been acquired 
and will become the chilled cask store, which will mean more 
space is available for conditioning tanks. This will then enable 
a further increase in production. There is a strong possibility of 
opening a brewery tap and bottle shop attached to the brewery in 
the old theatre space next to Marks Bread on North Street. The 
plan is to refurbish this into offices and shop, and brewery tours 
will be able to start from here as there is a (secret) corridor that 
runs through into the brewery at the back.

Richard Brooks

News from 
the Bristol 

Beer Factory
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Beer festival round-up
MetAle Festival
Gryphon, Colston Street, Bristol, BS1 5AP. Friday 2nd to Sunday 4th 
September. Part 2 of their biannual MetAle Festival, this year kicking 
off their 6th birthday celebrations throughout September.

Factoberfest
Tobacco Factory, Raleigh Road, Bedminster, Bristol, BS3 1TF. Friday 
9th to Sunday 11th September. Expect over 60 different beers over three 
days, live music, locally produced food and wonderful surroundings.

Lamplighters Ale and Cider Festival
Lamplighters, Shirehampton, BS11 9XA. Saturday 10th September, 
noon to 8pm, with live music. Tickets £7 in advance, £8 on the door 
(www.thelamplighters.co.uk).

Cheddar Ales 10th Anniversary Beer Festival
Cherrdar Ales Brewery, Dracott Road, Cheddar, BS27 3RP. 
Saturday 10th September, noon to 6pm (family-friendly) and 7pm 
to midnight (adults only). 20% off entry for card-carrying CAMRA 
members (www.cheddarales.co.uk).

Chew Valley Beer Festival
Ubley Parish Hall, BS40 6PH. Friday 9th Spetember, 7pm to midnight, 
and Saturday 10th September, noon to 4pm and 7pm to midnight.
Tickets £8.50 evenings (with live music), £5 Saturday lunchtime,
includes a commemorative glass (www.chewvalleybeerfestival.co.uk).

Volunteer Tavern Beer Festival
Volunteer Tavern, New Street, Old Market Quarter, Bristol, BS2 9DX.
Thursday 15th September to Sunday 18th September. Autumn Beer 
Festival and 5th Birthday Party at the Bristol & District CAMRA Pub of 
the Year 2016.

Hope and Anchor Beer Festival
Hope and Anchor, Jacobs Wells Road, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 1DR. 
Thursday 29th September to sunday 2nd October.

Chums Beer and Cider Festival
Chums, Candos Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6PF. Friday 23rd 
September from 5pm, Saturday 24th noon to 11pm, and Sunday 25th 
noon to 9pm. 20 beers and 10 ciders over the three days.

The Lansdown 30

The sixth beer festival at the Lansdown in Clifton, Bristol (BS8 1AF), 
from 6pm on Friday 30th September and all day Saturday 1st October. 
Over 20 ales from within a 30-mile radius of the pub, plus live music 
and food.

St George’s Road Autumn Beer Festival
Joint festival with the Three Tuns, the Bag of Nails and the Lime Kiln. 
Friday October 14th to Sunday October 16th. Details to be finalised, 
but at the time of writing there was talk of “having tokens available 
that will give customers the opportunity to get beer at a cheaper rate ... 
exchangeable across all of the pubs ... available for purchase before the 
festival starts.” Expect many beers, ciders and perries, seasonal food, a 
possible barbecue, live music and opportunities to ‘meet the brewer’.

Bath CAMRA’s 1st Winter Ales Festival
Widcombe Social Club, Widcombe Hill, Bath, BA2 6AA.
Friday 25th November (6pm-11pm) and Saturday 26th (11am-7pm). 
Up to 30 cask beers and a selection of around half a dozen ciders and 
perries. Admission £8: includes first £2 worth of beer tokens and a 
further £2 worth of free beer tokens for CAMRA members. Advance 
ticket purchase recommended: see www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk.

OPENING TIMES: MON-SAT FROM 12PM. SUN FROM 2PM.
FOOD served 12-3pm mon-fri - SUN pies from 2pm

passage street, Bristol BS2 0JF

“one of the cheapest places in the city to enjoy 
a beer, particularly when the pub always has 

a choice of four high quality real ales on draught.”
BRISTOL POST, PUB OF THE WEEK, JAN 2015

bridgeinnbristol.co.uk

BRISTOL

For Bristol Beer Week at the end of August Dawkins created a 
special, one-off brew, aptly named The Unrepeatable: a blend of 
ten, largely New World hop varieties in one 3.7% ABV brew. The 

aim was to get the punchy, hoppy flavours of their award-winning 6.6% 
Ultra but at a “sessionable strength”. Only around twenty casks were 
available but a small bottling run means the beer will be available from 
the end of August for those who missed it on tap.

There will soon be keg Dawkins beers available. On this subject, 
brewery owner Glen Dawkins says: “Before cask aficionados splutter 
into their pints, these will be ‘live’ beers with sediment, which mature 
in the keg. Think of them as a giant bottle served on draught. Banish 
thoughts of ‘smoothflow’. Numerous fellow microbrewers have 
successfully blazed this trail already. Compared to cask they’ll naturally 
be served livelier and cooler through fonts. We believe this style is best 
suited for the hoppier type of beers, including the ones we’ve been 
doing unfined for a little while now.”

The plan was to have one or two available at their open day during 
the East Bristol Brewery Trail that launched Bristol Beer Week over the 
bank holiday weekend.

The explosion of breweries – a fantastic thing in itself – has, though, 
collided with a severe shortage of many New World hops, the type 
greatly in demand from said brewers. Thankfully, British growers are 
responding to the challenge and a recent Dawkins sell-out brew was one 
made with the hop Olicana, a variety developed by Charles Faram in 
Worcestershire. A 4.5% ABV blonde, unfined beer, itself called Olicana, 
it displayed the citrus and tropical aromas and palate that are loved by 
a good number of ale drinkers. The cask may have all gone – for now – 
but bottles are just becoming available.

At the time of writing, over at Dawkins’ Bristol pubs they were 
involved in preparing for Bristol Beer Week, with events such as tasting 
offers, tap takeovers, food matching and more. And plans are afoot for 
more good things for September’s national Cask Ale Week.

SP

Dawkins Tales

Chums
MicroPub

   
  22 Chandos Road, Redland

Bristol BS6 6PF

(Last drinks served 30 minutes
before closing)

Opening Times
Monday to Thursday

4pm-10.30pm
Friday-Saturday
12noon-11pm

Sunday
12noon-10pm

BEER & CIDER FESTIVAL
23-25 SEPTEMBER
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The Westbury Park Tavern is no more; long live the Westbury Park 
Pub and Kitchen! The chequered life of the one-time Cock o’ the 
North and fictional Kebab and Calculator (remember The Young 

Ones?) has reached a new zenith with a full-scale revamp of interior, 
exterior and terrace. 

Now managed by Zazu’s Kitchen, who also run the Grace, 
Greenbank and Knowle pubs in Bristol, this is a promising venture that 
will provide a venue more in keeping with the BS6 and BS9 suburbs 
that border its location, with its proximity to a Waitrose, Henleaze 
library and North View shops.

The interior is now smartly decorated and furnished, with stools at 
the bar, dining tables, and comfortable seating throughout the open-plan 
interior. The kitchen is open to view. The exterior, with its semi-circular 
façade, is painted in a fashionable charcoal with lighting features, and 
is shielded from the road by trellises planted with espaliered trees and 
other assorted greenery. The outside capacity is increased by adding 
small tables and individual chairs to the combined table and bench units.

It is still a pub with up to five well-kept, interesting beers, including 
at least one from local breweries. At the opening Butcombe Bitter (a 
regular), Arbor Shangri-La, Adnams Broadside and Purity Ubu were 
the cask ales, with six beers and two ciders on keg. The beers were, and 
continue to be, in excellent condition. For non-beer aficionados there is 
an interesting wine selection. 

Pete Edmonds, the affable manager (or Licencee’s Designated 
Premises Supervisor as they are now known) is a lover of good beer 

and fine food and has been managing pubs around the country since he 
was 21. He has worked in breweries, is a keen real ale fan and for him 
local – and if possible from a microbrewery – beers are a given. He is 
used to opening and developing pubs, along with Hank, his dog, and 
wants to put the Westbury Park on the map as one of the better beer and 
food venues in Bristol.

On the food side emphasis is on quality with fresh, locally-sourced 
products, starting at 9am with croissants, waffles and barista coffee 
(from a fancy machine brewing Bristol Extract coffees) for breakfast, 
a varied lunch menu that might include crab sandwiches, and a dinner 
offering that ranges from fresh Cornish lobster to burgers. Not to forget 
the pizzas which have interesting veggie choices such as Taleggio 
cheese, toasted hazelnuts, rocket and fennel seeds, as well as meaty 
options and home-made ice cream for dessert. Sunday sees a roast and 
all the trimmings offered in the daytime, and Sunday night has two-for-
one pizzas. Between 5.30pm and 6.30pm Monday to Thursday is ‘bring 
a friend free’ night where they kindly take a meal per table off the bill.

There is a focus on community where local clubs and societies are 
welcomed. The Westbury Park is easily reached from central Bristol 
by a number of buses that stop outside the Waitrose opposite, or by the 
nearby White Tree roundabout. And for those of you who are Young 
Ones fans there is a photo of the Kebab and Calculator by the side 
entrance.

Roy Sanders
(Photos by Richard Brooks)

Westbury Park reborn

Pete Edmonds (left) with James Savage, MD of Zazu’s Kitchen

Although Bristol does not have the greatest suburban 
railway network (thanks to Dr Beeching in the 1960s) 
it is quite possible to put together a very good pub 

crawl, using the Temple Meads to Severn Beach Line. 
What is more it can be done for a very reasonable £3 return fare. And if 

you can organise yourselves into groups of four people then you can buy an 
£8 “group save” ticket to cover all four of you! 

Below is a suggested itinerary for a Saturday afternoon crawl, but trains 
do run at approximately 35 to 45 minute intervals right up to about 23.00 
during the week, and roughly hourly up to 20.30 on Sundays – so you can 
choose your own days and times. As I understand the rules it is perfectly OK 
to break your journey on the return leg.

So a possible tour could look like this on a Saturday...
Catch the 12.03 train from Temple Meads to Shirehampton, arriving at 

12.25.  (It is possible to join at Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Road, Montpelier, 
Redland, Clifton Down or Sea Mills en route). About 200 metres from the 
station is the Lamplighters pub. This pub was closed for five years but, after 
a prolonged campaign to save it, reopened in 2015. Open all day and serving 
food, it has Bath Gem as a regular beer plus three changing guest beers.

Catch the 13.19 train back to Clifton Down station, arriving at 13.28. 
Almost directly opposite the station are two good real ale pubs. The first of 
these is the Penny. This is owned by Wadworth brewery from Wiltshire and 
normally offers three of their beers plus several guest beers. Food is served all 
day too. 

Exit via the rear door on to Cotham Hill and turn right, then walk about 
50 metres and you will find the Brewhouse & Kitchen, an excellent brewpub 
with all-day food served.  They usually have four or five of their own brews 
on (most of which are unfined so naturally hazy) plus a number of ciders and 
foreign beers. A pleasant beer garden is on the other side of the road.

The next recommended pub – Chums – lies about halfway between 
Clifton Down and Redland stations, so I suggest it is best to do this part on 
foot. Walk a few metres further along Cotham Hill then turn left into Hampton 
Park. Follow it round when it veers right and cross Hampton Road into 
Chandos Road. Chums is about 200 metres down on the right and the whole 
walk should take less than 10 minutes. This new micropub is open from 4pm 
Monday to Thursday and ‘all day’ Friday to Sunday. The focus is on real ale 
and conversation with occasional acoustic music. It offers five or six changing 
beers plus a couple of ciders. Wye Valley, XT and Butcombe beers have 
featured frequently so far. Only snack food here. 

From here another walk of five or ten minutes takes you to Redland 
station. Exiting Chums, turn right and take any right turn – at the bottom turn 
left onto Kensington Road and keep walking until you see the station. There 
are trains at 15.19 and 16.07 to Montpelier, a mere two-minute ride away. 
From this station take a three- or four-minute walk along Station Road and 
turn right onto Cheltenham Road for the Prince of Wales pub. Open all day 
(from 4pm Monday and Tuesday) with food served most hours, this pub offers 
three regular beers – Butcombe Bitter, Bath Gem and Otter Amber – plus 
three guests usually from South West brewers. It has a large enclosed beer 
garden to the rear. A generous CAMRA discount is offered here (in fact the 
previously mentioned pubs all offer discounts too).

Return to Montpelier Station in time for trains at 16.32 or 17.36 and take 
the four-minute ride to Stapleton Road. Next to the station is the Sugar Loaf 
– something of a hidden gem. This is a proper unspoilt old pub, open all day 
with two or three ales such as Cotswold Spring or Otter, plus real cider. A 
great rock jukebox and multiple pool tables also feature but no food other than 
snacks. If you want to explore this area further then both the Greenbank in 
Bellevue Road (four changing beers and speciality pizzas) and the Chelsea  
Inn in Chelsea Road (four changing beers and eclectic music) are about five 
minutes’ walk away. 

Otherwise it’s back on the train to our last stop in Lawrence Hill – trains 
at 17.40 and 18.25. Climb the station steps and turn left onto the busy A420 
– walk about 300 metres and you will find the Old Stillage on your left. 
Formerly associated with Arbor Ales, it is now free of tie and offers three or 
four changing beers. There is also a small cafe within the pub. Another 300 
metres up the same road is St Georges Hall – a Wetherspoon pub that usually 
has a decent range of guest beers. If you still have the energy carry on another 
150 metres and turn left into Lyppiatt Road – at the end is the Red Lion, a 
basically furnished free house that always has three changing beers which are 
very unusual and often strong. 

Trains return to Temple Meads at 18.36, 19.31, 19.41, 20.19, 20.36, then a 
big gap to 22.04, 22.42 and 23.27. Alternatively there are many bus routes to 
the Centre or East Bristol from directly outside of all three pubs mentioned.

STOP PRESS: First Bus have announced significant changes 
to bus routes from September 4th 2016. These include route 
changes, frequency changes and the removal of several routes 
altogether. There has been quite a bit of concern expressed in the 
local media that many people will be left with reduced or even no 
service at all. The most affected area seems to be East Bristol – 
particularly parts of Hanham, Willsbridge and Oldland Common. 
As a regular user of services 6 and 7, I am alarmed at the halving 
of evening services on both routes. These buses are regularly 
well used and will now be full especially when any events occur in 
central Bristol. East Bristol has no railway service and now seems 
to have been singled out for bus service cuts. How are people 
supposed to get to work or the shops, let alone take a trip to the 
great pubs of Bristol? More to follow in the next edition once the 
changes have occurred – please send in any examples of how the 
changes have affected you.

Vince Murray (Public Transport Officer, Bristol & District CAMRA)

Fancy a pub crawl by train?

The Lamplighters in Shirehampton

5   GLOUCESTER   ROAD,   BRISTOL,   BS7 8AA

King of Ales
good food

CAMRA discount

pop  on  down  and  say  hello!

on Gloucester Road
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25 YEARS OLD
and looking better than ever

Dartmoor’s Finest
The UK’s highest brewery 
at 1,465ft above sea level, 
Dartmoor Brewery creates 
handcrafted cask conditioned 
real ales with authentic 
Dartmoor character from its 
heartland in Princetown. 

Dartmoor Brewery Ltd, 
Station Road, 
Princetown, Devon 
PL20 6QX

Telephone: 01822 890789  
Fax: 01822 890798  
www.dartmoorbrewery.co.uk

Advertise in Pints West
10,000 copies printed quarterly and distributed to 

hundreds of pubs throughout the region
Also available to read on-line at 

www.bristolcamra.org.uk
Contact Steve Plumridge Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com
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Mowdy Jack 4.3%

The big news in South West brewing circles this summer must be 
the acquisition of Bath Ales by Cornish family brewer St Austell. 
The acquisition included the Bath Ales breweries, its portfolio of 

beer brands and its eleven outlets, including the three Graze and three 
Beerd bars.

According to interviews with Bath Ales it is very much “business as 
usual”. The acquisition means they will now have the investment needed 
to integrate and expand the brewery, and also the bottling/packaging 
side of the business. St Austell likes the Graze and Beerd brands 
and will be looking for opportunities to expand them. As part of the 
acquisition the Bath Ales shareholders have resigned, but the directors 
are all still there in the short term as ambassadors for Bath Ales, and to 
reassure continuity of the brand, and supply, to customers.

St Austell has not rushed in to make changes but have worked 
closely with Bath Ales to review both operations, and take the best of 
each in creating the new business. Both sets of brewers have the same 
philosophies in that good quality beer is essential, and that means 
quality ingredients. Beers from both parties will continue to be brewed 
in Warmley and St Austell, and will be served in the combined estate, 
which means 168 more outlets for Gem and its brother brews.

Bath Ales announced its best year yet for supermarket sales due 
largely to Gem, and in the South West sales reached £3.5m, a 14% 
increase over the previous year. Consumer research group Nielsen 
placed Bath Ales in third position in a recent list of the top 20 craft beer 
producers in the UK, due to its focus on quality and provenance. Overall 
bottle sales increased by 17% in the calendar year for 2015, and exports 
doubled in sales last year alone, with Bath Ales and Beerd being 
distributed to eleven countries worldwide. No doubt these are the kind 
of factors that St Austell were drawn to when targeting Bath Ales for the 
takeover on 1st July.

In other matters, the next seasonal ale available, from September, 
is Forest Hare, the 3.9% ABV copper-coloured autumn ale. Forest Hare 
is brewed with wheat and barley malts and, due to the New Zealand 
Sauvin hops, has hints of kiwi fruit and gooseberry. 

The Beerd brewery is operating at full capacity to satisfy the 
demands of national and international customers, but still finds time to 
brew the odd specials. Recent beers included Citrasonic, a refreshing 
pale bitter brewed with Citra hops, and Phantom, a 5.3% pilsner which 
was lagered for five weeks, and may be brewed again. Dunkel, a 
German dark lager brewed with German hops and malts, was brewed 
for Bristol Beer Week. Recently the Beerd Cubic can design won an 
industry award, so well done Matt Hoskins, who also designs the Bath 
Ales adverts.

St Austell’s equivalent of Beerd is a 10-barrel tester kit and a small 
batch brewery, and every month they supply 40 nine-gallon barrels to 
forty of their pubs, with beer styles from around the world. These beers 
are sold under the St Austell brand. Roy Sanders

Bath Ales welcomes friendly take-
over by St Austell

James Houghton of St Austell (left) and Roger Jones of Bath Ales

Following on from their SIBA Silver Award earlier in the year, 
GWB and a number of local brewers participated in the recent first 
South Gloucestershire Show beer competition. GWB’s entry in the 

‘Best Bitter’ category was their Maiden Voyage (4.0% ABV). Visitors 
voted it as the best in category and, following this success, Luke Hall, 
the MP for Thornbury and Yate, is making arrangements for it to go on 
sale at the Strangers’ Bar of the Palace of Westminster. 

Their beer Whakapapa (4.2% ABV) was selected for representation 
at the recent Great British Beer Festival, and proved so popular with 
customers that it was drunk dry by early Friday afternoon.

In other news from GWB, a new beer has recently been released 
called Hopaholic, a hoppy pale ale at 4.5%, brewed using a mixture of 
Cascade, Altanum and Aurora hops.

The sales of the special Derek ale – commissioned by the 
Commercial Rooms in memory of DJ Derek who was a regular 
customer there – have so far resulted in £212 being donated to the 
Trinity Centre charity.

GWB will be producing a special one-off brew at the Salutation Inn, 
Ham on Saturday 15th October. The beer will be available at this award-
winning pub around three weeks after the brew. Current plans are that 
Old Higby and Derek will be added to their bottle range in October. And 
finally, a major rebranding of pump clips and bottle labels is currently 
under way. Keith Morey

More success for 
Great Western 

Brewing
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The Bristol & District CAMRA Pubs Campaigning Group (Bristol 
Pubs Group for short) was formed in response to the growing 
number of pubs in the Bristol area closing or being drastically 
altered. The Group was launched in 2008 with the support of 
local councillors, members of the trade and the media.

Our aims are simple. Bristol Pubs Group will:
Promote the use of community pubs.
Campaign against closure of pubs that 
could be viable.
Campaign against insensitive alterations.

Web: www.camrabristol.org.uk/pubsgroup  Email: bristolpubsgroup@yahoogroups.co.uk

BRISTOL PUBS GROUP

The Farriers Arms on Fishponds Road in Fishponds, Bristol has been 
closed for nearly six years since being purchased by Morrisons in 
2010 when it was still a going concern and has featured regularly in 

Pints West, most recently in the Spring 2015 edition (number 105). 
Morrisons wanted to demolish the pub and replace it with a store 

extension, but after a very limited local consultation which generated 
considerable opposition from the Frome Vale Neighbourhood Partnership, 
Bristol Pubs Group, Living Easton and other conservation groups, together 
with much adverse publicity, they decided to withdraw their planning 
application. 

Since then the property, a two-storey Georgian building converted 
into a pub in the 1870s, has been boarded up and is starting to look very 
run down, with extensive buddleia growth on the street frontage, lead 
flashings missing due to theft, and poor external decoration. To add to 
this tale of woe, the pub has been subjected to several months of squatter 
occupation, and the upstairs windows and the wooden window board 
coverings have been removed to expose the original Georgian tripartite 
sash windows probably for the first time since 2010.

Morrisons’ ongoing neglect of this local landmark building has caused 
great concern to the Greater Fishponds Neighbourhood Partnership, 
local residents and Bristol Pubs Group, who have all been pushing the 
supermarket to do something to improve the situation. At a 2014 meeting 
between Morrisons, Bristol Pubs Group, Cllr Lesley Alexander and 
the Frome Vale Neighbourhood Partnership, they promised to market 
the property using Rapleys (their own estate agents) so that it could be 
reopened at some stage in the future, and made assurances that they would 
maintain the building until someone else could take it on. However, since 
then it appears that Morrisons have failed to stick to their promises with 
no evidence that they are marketing the pub in any of the recognised 
pub trade magazines. They have also failed to address the building’s 
maintenance issues and don’t seem to be in any hurry to remove the 
squatters after promising the neighbourhood partnership to serve them 
with an eviction notice within a couple of weeks of their arrival. It has to 
be said that after several months of occupation they still have their parked 
caravans in the back yard and show no sign of moving.      

With new planning guidelines coming from the Government it opened 
up the possibility of the Farriers Arms being nominated as a suitable 
candidate for an Asset of Community Value (ACV) application which 
registers the building as a community facility, where if the owner wants to 
sell the pub freehold or lease it for 25 years or more, the ACV nominating 

Morrisons’ inaction over the ongoing neglect at the 
Farriers Arms

group would have to be told and given an opportunity to offer to buy 
it. Also, if a pub has an ACV registration then it becomes a material 
consideration in any planning application for a potential change of use. To 
qualify for an ACV, a pub would normally need to have been in use within 
the last five years and requires the signatures of 21 people registered with 
a Bristol address, but this is not necessarily a hard and fast rule. According 
to the ACV application process, a local neighbourhood partnership could 
also submit an ACV nomination, so after some discussion within Bristol 
Pubs Group it was decided to enlist the support of the Greater Fishponds 
Neighbourhood Partnership by raising the issue at their neighbourhood 
partnership forum on 18th December 2014. Bristol Pubs Group made a 
public statement supporting the ACV nomination and members of the 
partnership then discussed the application and whether they could support 
it. However, because of a lack of clarity on ACV guidelines, members of 
the partnership were unclear as to whether they were legally constituted to 
register the application and so decided to seek legal guidance on the issue 
before their next meeting in March 2015. 

Bristol Pubs Group were also advised by national CAMRA that 
because CAMRA is a constituted organisation local branches are able to 
submit their own ACV nominations, with the King William IV, Hallen, 
Bull Inn, St George, Greenbank Hotel, Easton and Kings Head, Whitehall 
all being awarded ACV status.  

It is about time that Morrisons hammered out a deal with a local 
publican or microbrewery to ensure that the Farriers Arms is reopened as a 
community pub and kept in fine fettle in future.

Ian Beckey
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Following a management restructuring after record losses of £6.4 
billion in 2014, Tesco’s fortunes seem to have had something of a 
turnaround under the leadership of its new chief executive David 

Lewis who is now focusing their expansion plans on smaller retail outlets. 
Up until then, Tesco’s had targeted closed community pubs for conversion, 
like the Foresters Arms in Westbury-on-Trym and the Fellowship in 
Horfield, due to their prime high street locations. After a quiet spell from 
2015 onwards when these pub conversions seemed to have had stopped 
completely, Tesco’s now appear to have renewed their assault on local 
community pubs.

Recently Tesco’s were given planning permission to convert the 
former Chequers public house in Kingswood into a new express retail 
outlet, despite the fact that it had been listed as an Asset of Community 
Value (ACV) in 2014 after a hard-fought campaign by the local 
community and CAMRA’s Bristol Pubs Group.

Local residents wanted to see the Chequers reopened as a community 
pub run by an enterprising landlord or a microbrewery, but sadly local 
planning policies BCS12, DM5 and DM6 failed to give it sufficient 
protection from a change to retail use. However, the main reason why 
Tesco’s managed to get round the ACV was the fact that they had agreed 
a 30-year lease with Enterprise Inns rather than purchase the property 
outright. Local planning policies on pubs and ACVs were clearly 
ineffective in the face of this avoiding tactic.

Tesco’s will often quote their standard PR spin that they are providing 

a new retail facility for the 
benefit of local residents 
when they convert pubs 
into new stores but, with 
the proliferation of other 
similar retail outlets in 
the Kingswood area, is 
there really a need for any 
more of this type of store 
provision?

In reality this seem to 
us no more than a cynical 
attempt to hide the fact 
that Tesco’s are fighting to 
increase their market share of the retail market and couldn’t care less about 
community pubs and what they mean to local residents.

It is abundantly clear that the Government needs to reinforce planning 
guidelines to protect pubs (especially if they have an ACV) and deal 
with the problem before we lose more of them in this way. These pub 
conversions are a nationwide problem and Tesco’s are not alone in pursuing 
this sort of policy. It is important to highlight Tesco’s deal with Enterprise 
Inns over the Chequers with plenty of media exposure and try to keep any 
of their plans for future pub conversions in check.

Ian Beckey

The Chequers, Kingswood and Tesco’s renewed 
offensive against local community pubs

The Lord Nelson public house on Aiken Street in Barton Hill, 
Bristol is an imposing early Victorian (around 1840) two-storey 
public house built as part during the expansion of the East Bristol 

suburbs in the latter phase of the industrial revolution. It was built to 
serve the artisan workers moving into the area and was close to the major 
Great Western Cotton factory which opened in 1837.

It was likely that the pub was built in more than one phase, with the 
earliest part consisting of a two-storey structure with a mansard roof 
with three large tripartite style window frames at first-floor level on the 
return elevation, with a plainer hipped roofed extension at the front with 
basic one-up, one-down sash windows upstairs and three large flat arched 
windows downstairs. There is also a Doric block modillion stringcourse 
running around the outside of the pub at first-floor level but of particular 
interest is a painted bust of Lord Nelson with an inscription “Lord 
Nelson 1758 - 1805” on the corner of the building at street level.

One would assume that with such an illustrious naval connection the 
pub would be in tip-top condition and fit for purpose in true Royal Navy 
tradition, but sadly this is not the case as, according to reviews of the pub 
in 2013 on the Beer In The Evening website it was suggested that the pub 
had seen better days. The reviews mentioned that the pub had two bars, 

but only the one to the right-
hand side was open. They 
also said that the pub was 
surprisingly small given the 
apparent size of the outside 
of the building, and had a 
very basic, dated appearance 
and probably had its last 
refurbishment sometime in 
the 1970s. It appeared that 
the pub had few customers 
and no ales on tap, real or 
otherwise. Of the pumps that 
were on the bar, most had 
sold out and there was no 

Are we witnessing the slow lingering death of the 
Lord Nelson?

cider either.
Faced with all 

these problems it 
was not much of 
a surprise when 
the pub closed in 
2015 and by then 
it had been left in 
a very run-down 
condition and in 
need of substantial 
investment. The 
pub’s closure 
then came to the 
attention of the 
Bristol Pubs Group and its plight was raised with the Easton and Lawrence 
Hill Neighbourhood Management team, which is an independent volunteer-
led organisation promoting improvements to the local neighbourhood 
environment. Bristol Pubs Group asked for the closure of the Lord Nelson, 
and the loss of other local pubs, to be raised as an agenda item at their next 
neighbourhood forum and requested that we were to be kept informed of the 
outcome, but as of yet we have not received any of the minutes from this 
meeting.

One factor which could have made a difference to the pub’s past 
viability was the fact that in 2000 the Barton Hill area itself had been 
awarded £50 million in ‘New Deal’ money by Labour’s John Prescott MP 
as part of a package for local urban regeneration, but unfortunately none of 
this money seems to have filtered down through to the Lord Nelson even 
though the pub needed major investment.

With the loss of other pubs in the area, including the Royal Table, Earl 
Russell and Hop Pole, the community would certainly be better served 
by refurbishing and reopening the pub rather than allowing its downward 
spiral of decline to continue. Bristol Pubs Group would hope that everyone 
concerned will do their best to ensure that the Lord Nelson is given a 
sustainable long-term future.

Ian Beckey

BRISTOL PUBS GROUP
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BRISTOL PUBS GROUP  Pub News

The Orchard Inn on Spike Island has been named as CAMRA’s 
South West Cider Pub of the Year so congratulations are very much 
in order. This notable cider outlet is a former national cider pub 

champion and if you don’t know the pub then get along there, not only for 
the huge choice of real cider and perry, but also for the good range of well-
kept ales and the warm welcome that is always afforded in this genuine 
community pub. Nearby the craft brewer Wild Beer of Somerset have 
opened a bar/restaurant called Wild Beer at Wapping Wharf. We don’t 
have too many details at the time of writing but they have announced up 
to 22 keg beers are available. The Adam and Eve in Hotwells is offered 
as a free-of-tie leasehold with Fleurets. The Albion in Clfton reopened in 
June maintaining the St Austell ales offered by its parent. Also reopened 
in June is the Port of Call in York Street just off Blackboy Hill, owned 
by the same owner of the King’s Arms almost next door. Up to six ales 
are offered, regulars being Exmoor Gold, Butcombe Bitter and Timothy 
Taylor Landlord. This fits well with a handful of traditional boozers that 
sit alongside the razzmatazz that Whiteladies Road is so rich with. In the 
last issue I reported the temporary closure and tidying up of the Victoria 
in Westbury-on-Trym. Happily this popular Wadworth pub has reopened 
under new management who are offering a good choice of Wadworth 
ales and guests. Lawrence Weston’s last pub the Giant Goram has its 
leasehold offered by Fleurets but is trading normally. The lease on the 
Bear and Rugged Staff on Southmead Road is for sale by owner Star 
Pubs and Bars but the pub is still open as normal.

The Imp in Southville remains closed, the local community are very 
keen to see it back in business and there is interest from someone that 
would like to get it kicked off again. Unfortunately these wishes may not 
be the will of the owner who may well prefer a change of use. Bristol 
Pubs Group and the local community are actively engaged in ensuring that 
pints will be pulled therein very soon. In Brislington a new micropub was 
planned for Wick Road but this potentially fantastic news nosedived when 
the planning application was withdrawn following some confusion over 
the buildings’ permitted use. Brislington has lost at least three community 
pubs in the last seven years.

The Plough and Windmill in Bedminster has closed, is boarded up 
and is for sale with Fleurets with “substantial planning granted”. The 
Princess of Wales has also closed. 

In Montpelier the Old England is undergoing a spruce-up under the 
description of “proposed external works – painting the external walls, new 
signage and proposed fencing and internally reposition bar, servery and 
staircase” and could reopen with a possible new name, the Montpellier. 
The Old England name has been with this pub for at least 160 years (and 
more likely 240 years) and as a popular well-run community pub a change 
of name is quite surprising and not easily accepted. One wonders why 
the desire for the alternative spelling of “Montpellier”?  On York Road 
another surprise is the reopening of the Beaufort which was granted 
permission to convert into flats. Nearly two years later we heard that it 

would open and a visit confirmed 
the good news. Currently only 
one ale is offered, Doom Bar. As 
predicted in the last issue of Pints 
West, JD Wetherspoon have made a 
planning application to open a pub 
on Gloucester Road.

The Black Horse in Redfield 
is due to reopen in October as the 
Dark Horse and, according to their 
Facebook page, as “a country pub 
in town” with local cider, real ale 
on stillage behind the bar, low-level 
music, and pie and mash, as well as 
homemade bar snacks. The White 
Hart on Whitehall Road has been 
closed for some time and there is 
now an application to convert the 
building into six houses. In Fishponds the Greyhound on Lodge Causeway 
has its leasehold advertised with Fleurets, while the new owners of the New 
Moon have strengthened their commitment to the pub being welcome to 
families, diners and the community in order to capitalise on its generous 
décor of two years ago. 

On the other side of Fishponds Road the former Cross Keys has 
opened as Bristol Beer Shop selling bottled beer (including from many of 
our local breweries) and cider, with plans to sell draught local ale and cider 
to take out.

Tesco have finally succeeded in their wish to change the use of 
the Chequers in Kingswood. They applied to Bristol City Council for 
permission to overturn the Asset of Community Value listing on the pub 
that the community had gained so that use could change to retail; the 
application was approved. Note that this part of Kingswood is in the city of 
Bristol and not in South Gloucestershire as most of Kingswood is.

That’s the latest news in the city of Bristol, but in South Gloucestershire 
the Old Flowerpot in Kingswood has its lease offered by Fleurets while 
more significant is news that the Royal Archer owners the Wellington Pub 
Company have applied for permission to demolish the pub, which may 
have happened by the time you read this. Nearby, the case for retaining 
the closed and for sale Anchor Made For Ever as a community pub is 
strengthened as a result, it is being marketed by Christie & Co. The Tennis 
Court Inn continues under piecemeal erosion with a planning application 
to build two more houses on the site thus removing more of the car park. 
But there is still hope for a pub business here if someone could make it 
work as a locals’ community hub. At Oldland Common the Cherry Tree 
is still closed and surrounded by blue hoardings following the rejection of 
a planning application by South Glos Council where the decision includes 
the statement: “Insufficient evidence has been shown to demonstrate that 
the pub (which is considered a community facility) is no longer fit for 
purpose; or that there is no longer a demand. The loss of the community 
facility is considered to amount to a significant and demonstrable harm 
that outweighs the benefits of the residential proposal.” Full marks to 
South Glos for this as pubs have had a high attrition rate in this district in 
recent times. The Star at Pucklechurch has been undergoing an extensive 
refurbishment over the summer and even missed this year’s Pucklechurch 
Revel as a result! However it should be open on 2nd September so a further 
update will have to wait until next issue. Both the Crown and the White 
Horse at Hambrook continue to be offered as leaseholds by Enterprise Inns. 
The Crown is open but the White Horse is long closed.

Martin Farrimond of the Severn Vale CAMRA sub-branch has told us 
that in Thornbury Mezze at the Royal George closed for refurbishment. 
It seems that the Mezze chain have returned the lease to Enterprise Inns 
who, in turn, are going to reopen it under the Bermondsey Pub Company 
brand. No opening date has yet been posted and the pub signage has been 
changed back to Royal George. Mezze’s own web-site is informing us that 
they are looking at opening a new Mezze locally in the very near future 
(see Mezze at Portishead later in this article). At the top of the High Street, 
the Marston’s-owned pub the Knot of Rope has been closed for several 
months. There had been rumours that Marston’s were going to turn it into 
a more dining-orientated pub/restaurant, though this is unconfirmed and no 
opening date has been posted as yet. Thanks, Martin, for that info.

For those that remember that long, sometimes treacherous drive 
from Shepperdine after a fine pint of ale and hearty food following a 
pleasant stroll along the east bank of the Severn, that ain’t gonna happen 

again as the former Windbound is to due to be demolished in order to 
accommodate the proposed new power station at Oldbury-on-Severn. The 
Windbound itself has not been a pub for many years but any hopes of a 
return seem now fully dashed. 

From Shepperdine all the way down to Weston-super-Mare where 
Stephen Duxbury has told us of Weston’s first micropub due to open 
mid-September on Oxford Street. To be called the Weston Fryer (as it 
is in a converted chippy), there are adventurous plans to stock at least 
15 traditional ales and ciders complemented by traditional pub snacks. 
On the corner of Oxford Street a new pub the Duke of Oxford has been 
opened in a previously derelict pub site by two brothers. It has a smart 
external presentation continuing inside with the inclusion of a stylish 
grand piano. Also in Weston the Asset of Community Value (ACV) listed 
Bristol House appears to be under threat again with the Co-op reportedly 
keen to convert it into a shop. There is great opposition from community 
locals who want to keep their pub. Campbell’s Landing in Clevedon 
had a set-back in the summer when catering company Tiffin and owner 
Enterprise Inns failed to agree on a way forward to get the place up and 
running. Meanwhile Enterprise have expressed that the Prince of Orange 
in Yatton does not feature in their future plans and have put the place up 
for sale, having gained planning permission for four houses in the beer 
garden. Villagers are rightly campaigning against the potential loss of their 
pub and have pursued listing as an ACV. The OHH Pub Company has 
bought the Rising Sun at Backwell. OHH own several country pubs and 
specialise in food and boutique accommodation as well as the traditional 
pub scene. We are pleased that the Rising Sun can fit with the Backwell 
community that worked so hard to save their local. In Chew Magna the 
Pelican has been bought by Butcombe as part of an extensive expansion 
plan that they have. The Mezze chain mentioned earlier have left the 
White Lion in Portishead where Oakman Inns have taken over. The 
Crown at Saltford has a sign outside inviting “entrepreneurs” to get in 
touch; Greene King is the owner.

This information is, I believe, accurate at the time of its writing but 
will inevitably become out of date with time so for the very latest go to 
whatpub.com which contains the most up-to-date pub intelligence in our 
area.

And finally, there are pubs standing idle in our branch area which is 
no good for the consumer and no good for the community, and cannot be 
good for the owners either. Bristol Pubs Group believes there is a strong 
case to see the re-emergence of the dozen pubs listed here:

l Imp, popular Southville community asset with strong following;
l Adam & Eve, characterful pub in high-population-density location 
of Hotwells;
l Tennis Court and/or Anchor Made For Ever, much-needed 
locals for Kingswood community;
l Cherry Tree, smart suburban local in Oldland Common with 
flexible interior space;
l Cattle Market Tavern, up-and-coming city destination near 
Temple Meads and the anticipated arena;
l Bell at Redcliffe, much-loved long-closed community local with 
little alternative use;
l Farrier’s Arms, potential for alternative pub in Fishponds’ busy 
high street;
l Yew Tree, much-needed village local in Chew Stoke with ACV 
listing;
l Scotchman and his Pack and/or Pineapple, city centre 
locations.
l Plough and Windmill, well-known landmark in Bedminster with 
multi-use potential.

Mike Jackson - for the Bristol Pubs Group

Well worth saving: the Imp, Southville Well worth saving: the Anchor Made For Ever, Kingswood

Well worth saving: the Bell, Redcliffe

Well worth saving: the Cherry Tree, Oldland Common

Well worth saving: the Cattle Market Tavern, Temple Meads

 

Local, UK, International Beer & Cider 
Draught to take-away · Beery gifts 

 

627 Fishponds Road, Bristol BS16 3BA 
www.bristolbeershop.co.uk · Tel: (0117) 965 5717 
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BADRAG, the Bristol & District Rare Ales Group, 
is a campaigning group within the local branch 
of CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale. Its aim is 
to promote the rarer styles of ale such as stouts, 
porters, old ales, barley wines and milds.

www.camrabristol.org.uk     BADRAG@camrabristol.org.uk

BADRAG - Bristol And District 
Rare Ales Group

“ In search of ‘rare ales’ ”

South Gloucestershire 
Mild Trail
BADRAG’s annual South Gloucestershire mild trail took place on Saturday 
14th May. This year it was led by Laurie Gibney and took in a couple of 
pubs, just outside our branch area, that had not been visited for some time. 
After an 11.15am departure from Bristol the group arrived at the first stop, 
the Cross Hands in Winterbourne Down, at noon. Here two milds were 
available, Cotswold Spring Old Sodbury Mild (normally known now as just 
OSM) at 3.9% and Plain Ales May Day at 3.6%. The latter was tried for the 
first time by many, much enjoyed, and pronounced to be a “proper mild” by 
seasoned mild drinkers.

After two additional “trailers” joined the coach in Thornbury the 
group was up to its full complement of 44 people, which meant a long 
queue at the bar at the next stop, which was CAMRA’s national pub of the 
year for 2015, the Salutation Inn in Ham. The wait was worth it though, 
as amongst the excellent range on offer was the rarely seen Otter Dark 
at 3.8%. The weather now was warm enough for most of the group to 
congregate in the beer garden, although one of the group, Henry Davies, 
did manage to find the piano and entertained the locals with a few tunes. 
Although this was a mild trail, some of the group could not resist sampling 
the very tasty and unfined Wiper & True Brew Session IPA at 4.6%, 
one of the beers produced at the pub’s regular brew sessions in its own 
microbrewery, where local brewers come along and brew tweaked versions 
of their flagship beers.

The next stop was the Old Spot Inn at Dursley, a pub that had not 
appeared on the mild trail previously. This excellent independent free house 
was CAMRA’s South West Regional Pub of the Year in 2014, and amongst 

the interesting range of beers available was Burton Bridge Mystery Mild at 
3.8%, which nobody had seen before, and Otter Mild at 3.8% – possibly the 
same beer as Otter Dark sold under a different name? Some couldn’t resist 
the excellent Purity Saddle Black (5.1%) and Mantle Moho (4.3%), both of 
which are rarely seen in our area and were sampled accordingly – and both 
were very good! A number of the group decided to dine here on good-value 
doorstop sandwiches or the excellent homemade main courses.

Another pub that had not previously been visited was the Fleece Inn at 
Hillesley. This pub had closed briefly in 2012 before being purchased as a 
free house by a group of over one hundred local residents. Unfortunately, 
although four cask ales were available, there was no mild, following a 
recent change in management, but we decided to have a stop here anyway, 
with most of the group spending a pleasant half hour in the sunny garden. 

With no mild ale on, some drank Cotswold Lion Golden Fleece at 4.4%.
It was now on to a regular stop, the Beaufort Arms in Hawkesbury 

Upton, where landlord and local historian Mark Steeds was a familiar 
face, having recently appeared on BBC2’s Hairy Bikers “Pubs that Built 
Britain” series in the episode featuring Bristol. Great Western Brewery 
(GWB) Meerkat Mild at 3.9% was one of the ales on sale here, but we 
were unable to persuade Mark to reprise his dancing skills which he had 
demonstrated on national TV!

We were now on familiar territory and returned towards Bristol via 
Chipping Sodbury. After the lack of mild at the Fleece Inn one of the 
group was despatched to the George Hotel to check on the availability 
of mild. Unfortunately he forgot his reading glasses and couldn’t read 
the small print on the Prescott Spring Seasons Best pump clip! He 
assumed that this was not a mild, but luckily another “trailer” could read 
it and pointed out that it was a mild. In fact it was ascertained later that 
it had recently won the Best Beer of the Festival award in the ‘Mild and 
Brown Ales’ category at the recent Ludlow Spring Festival. Most of the 
party did end up visiting the George and sampling this excellent 3.8% 
mild. 

Some of the party had headed straight to the Horseshoe at the other 
end of the High Street, and those that had ignored the incorrect advice 
at the George joined them later. A treat was in store here as, along with 
Teignworthy Black Dog Mild at 3.9%, there was Moorhouses Black Cat 
mild at 3.4%, Summerskills Shamrock Stout at 4.4% and RCH Santa Fé, 
a 7.3% barley wine which did tempt the trail leader to take a break from 
his mild-drinking duties! 

The final scheduled stop was in Frampton Cotterell at the brewery 
tap for GWB, the Rising Sun, where GWB Meerkat Mild was sampled 
again, before heading down to the Globe to enjoy Rudgate Ruby Mild at 
4.4% in the very busy pub garden.

It was then time to head home and back to the city centre, although 
the drop-off outside the Drapers Arms on Gloucester Road tempted a 
number of the group to make their way home from there. Bristol’s first 
micropub was serving Baldrick Mild from the Indigenous Brewery in 
Berkshire and the additional stop by many here was in fact part of a 
“cunning plan” as this was the 3.4% mild’s first appearance outside of 
Berkshire! 

The trip was considered by all to be very successful as we were able 
to sample a variety of mild ales, some well known and others tried for 
the first time, in some excellent pubs and pub gardens on a warm spring 
afternoon. Thanks to all the publicans who provided the kind hospitality 
and support for mild ales. We are sure that this will continue to be a 
regular feature in the branch calendar.

Martin Gray
with contributions by Laurie Gibney and Laurie Jackson

Photos by Tim Belsten

The Fleece Inn at Hillesley

The Old Spot Inn at Dursley

Other BADRAG news
AS the group had enjoyed a BADRAG ‘Day on the Dark Side’ at the 
New Inn in Mayshill during February, licensee and active BADRAG 
supporter Dave McKillop kindly said not to worry about including the 
New Inn in the ten-pub South Gloucestershire Mild Trail this year. But 
just in case people did call in after the trail, he had North Cotswold 
Moreton Mild all weekend, which was also available and enjoyed on the 
10th July at the Lord High Constable of England, a Wetherspoon pub 
beside the National Waterways Museum at Gloucester Docks. 

In Thornbury, during a branch visit on the 19th May, Dave at the 
Anchor, who generally has difficulty selling dark ales, put on OSM (Old 
Sodbury Mild), with GWB Meerkat Mild in the cellar. The Wheatsheaf 
had Cottage Black Arrow, and the Hawkes House, which usually has a 
BADRAG style ale, had Gloucester Dark (which unfortunately for us 
was nearing the end of the cask).

Mild ales were still available in mid June. The Old Bank in 
Keynsham had a very good Coastal Merry Maiden’s Mild. The Staple 
Hill Oak (Wetherspoon) had Titanic Lifeboat, a ruby mild which was 
very tasty, but probably too hoppy for some. At the Hollybush in 
Bridgeyate XT Pi (3.141%!) mild was on offer and as they never have 
mild on the bar it was a total surprise; the assistant manager said it was 
ordered by mistake! A very tasty traditional dark mild though.

And finally, the Nailsea and Backwell Beer and Cider Festival 
held in mid July (supporting the Children’s Hospice South West this 
year) claims to be the biggest local festival in the South West with over 
160 beers, ciders and perries. This year it also had a good selection of 
BADRAG style ales including Elgood’s Black Dog, a 3.6% mild; the 
excellent B&Ts Black Dragon Mild at 4.3%; Arundel Black Stallion, a 
3.7% rather uninspiring ale; Plassey Dragons Breath, a 6% a light amber 
malty ale with ginger and caramel aroma; Buffy’s Mucky Duck, a 4.5% 
dark smooth beer that was very easy drinking; the enjoyable locally 
made RCH Old Slug Porter at 4.5%; from the Norfolk Wolf brewery 
Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing, a 3.7% very fruity mild ale; and your scribe’s 
personal beer of the festival, Marston’s Revisionist Golden Stout at 5.3% 
, which unlike most stouts has a golden colour!

Laurie Gibney

THE NEW INN 
MAYSHILL 

Badminton Road, Mayshill, 
Nr Frampton Cotterell, Bristol. 

BS36 2NT 
01454 773161 

dallyinns@aol.com 
Great Home Cooking 

7 Days A Week 
Real Ales & Cider 

CAMRA Members         
discount every day. 
Please show your      
membersh ip  card     
before     ordering. 

Future BADRAG events
Bedminster & Harbourside Black Ale Trail
Saturday September 24th
Starting at 12 noon in the Robert Fitzharding, Cannon Street, 
Bedminster, then via various pubs (yet to be arranged – see www.
camrabristol.org.uk/diary) to the Lime Kiln.
(Led by Phil Luxton 0778 0873786)

Clifton Rare Ales Trail
Saturday October 22nd
This trail starts at 12.30pm in the Nettle & Rye (near the 8/9 bus stop on 
Clifton Down Road, Clifton Village) then to the Portcullis, Lansdown, 
Eldon House, Quinton House, Victoria, Brewhouse & Kitchen 
(Cotham) and Chums (Redland). Then a short walk to the 8/9 bus stop 
in Redland Grove or Redland railway station or Gloucester Road.
(Led Jeremy Fletcher 07585 807613) 

City Centre Stout, Porter and Rare Ales Trail
Saturday November 26th
Meet 12 noon at the Hope and Anchor in Jacobs Wells Road, then on to 
other pubs yet to be arranged (see www.camrabristol.org.uk/diary nearer 
the time).
(Led by Denise Swain 07821 157655)

Kingsdown Rare Ales Trail
Thursday December 1st 
The trail will start in the Hillgrove Porter Stores between 6pm and 
6.30pm, moving on at 7pm, and end at the Gryphon. Other pubs to be 
advised nearer the time (see www.camrabristol.org.uk/diary).
(Led by Jerry Fletcher 07585 807613 and Pete Bridle 07973 201307)

BADRAG Annual Review Gathering
Saturday January 14th 2017
From 12 noon upstairs at the Portcullis, Wellington Terrace, Clifton, 
Bristol, BS8 4LE. 
Come and have your say!
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The Annexe Inn
Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol

Tel: 0117 9427525

Enjoy a warm welcome 
and a pleasant atmosphere

A Real Ale Pub
l 6 real ales – including 1 guest ale.
l Large conservatory with disabled facilities.
l Enclosed garden, open throughout the year.
l Lunchtime and evening menu – including  
  children’s menu.
l Handmade, stone-baked, build-your-own pizzas  
 served 4pm - 10.45pm.  £6.95 each or 2 for £12.  
 Sunday night to Thursday 2 for £10.
l All TV sports events covered.
l 30p off a pint of real ale for over 60’s    
 and CAMRA members

Open:  11.30am - 3pm then 5pm - 11pm
All day Saturday, Sunday and bank holidays

Quiz night every Monday with rollover jackpot.
You can also enjoy various promotions and

special offers throughout the year.

5 Real ales usually locally sourced 
and competitively priced.

‘Seldom do you find such a
treasure as the Eldon. It’s the
village pub in the middle of
the bustling city’.

Silly prices with ales from £2.00 a pint. 
Saturday 12 - 6pm Sunday 6 - 11.30pm

Good quality food served all day with 
a �ne selection of  wines available. 

Monday night quiz, Tuesday’s �lm night
and live  music on Thursday.

6 Lower Clifton Hill just o� the triangle opposite QEH school, Bristol BS8 1BT
Tel: 0117 922 2271 email: enquiries@theeldonhouse.com Website: www.theeldonhouse.com

¶  Weekly Guest Ales, local heroes and others from further afield

¶  Excellent quality and value-for-money meals, served daily from 
5 to 9 Mondays to Thursdays, 12 to 2.30 & 5 to 9 Saturdays

¶  Curry and a Pint, just £6.50 on Tuesday nights

¶  Delicious Sunday Roasts, served Sundays from 12 to 5pm, 
followed by live music from 5.30pm to 7.30pm

¶  Pub Quiz Night, every Monday from 8.30pm, £50 jackpot and a 
variety of prizes

¶  Keep an eye on our web page (www.eldonhouse.com) and 
Facebook page for other events

ADVERTISE IN PINTS WEST
Your pub  /  Your business 
Your brewery  /  Your  beer festival

10,000 copies printed quarterly and 
distributed to hundreds of pubs throughout 
the region

Also available to read on-line at 
www.bristolcamra.org.uk
Contact the editor, Steve Plumridge
Email Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com

Following the upgrade of the brewery in St Werburgs earlier this year to a 20-barrel brew length, with 
an associated increase in fermentation capacity, and the recent installation of an automated bottling 
line from Italy, Wiper & True (W&T) are now brewing up to four times per week to satisfy the ever-

increasing demand for their extensive range of beers. These are supplied locally in Bristol and Bath, as well 
as nationally and internationally.

W&T have recently launched two collaboration beers. The first was All the Colours of the Dark, a 6.8% 
ABV black soured IPA brewed with the Hellfire Video Club, a Bristol-based film night, to celebrate their 5th 
birthday all-dayer on 25th June at the Cube Microplex on Dove Street in Kingsdown. It was inspired by the 
cult Italian psychedelic horror film “Tutti i Colori del Buio” and was launched on the same day, just round 
the corner, at the Hillgrove Porter Stores.  

The second was Oddbins 
No.7, a 5% ABV contemporary 
amber ale brewed with the 
national off-licence chain who 
have been big supporters of 
W&T since the beginning. A 
simultaneous launch took place 
on 1st July at the Oddbins store 
in Clifton and their specialist 
beer shop in Blackheath in 
London.

W&T participated in a 
‘Brewed in Bristol’ tap-takeover with Bristol Beer Factory and Moor 
over two weekends in July at the BeerKat in London. This is a new pop-
up pub format on Holloway Road in Islington, providing three storeys 
of beer, music and street food in a disused pub. They have also hosted 
other recent events at the same venue with Beavertown and Tiny Rebel.

At the time of writing, W&T were looking forward to getting 
actively involved in Bristol Beer Week (August 27th to 2nd September 
2nd), including a tap-takeover (cask and keg) at Kongs on King Street, 
launching more collaboration brews, and participating in the Bristol 
Craft Beer Festival.

Dave Graham
Vicky Helsby and Will Hartley of W&T outside the BeerKat

Amanda Cee and Will Davies
all set to brew

News from Wiper & True

With the opening of Bristol’s first micropub, the Drapers Arms 
in Horfield – a joint venture with Garvan Hickey and brewery 
owner Vince Crocker – things have been more than a little 

busy for Ashley Down Brewery over the past six months, trying to brew 
enough beer to satisfy both the Drapers and his regular customers. To do 
this Vince has received more than a little help from other local brewers.

 Ashley Down was recently commissioned by Lewis Bevis from 
the Lanes in central Bristol to brew a 5.2% beer called Ten Pin Pale. 
Lewis was very specific; he wanted a citrus finish, so Vince popped 
down to nearby brewers Wiper & True with some cakes to swap for 
hops. Apparently, easily bribed with cake, Wiper & True donated a few 
pounds of Citra hops to the worthy cause. The result: Ten Pin Pale is an 
unfined, full-bodied pale ale with a citrus finish, and only available at 
the Lanes – if no longer in cask then possibly in bottle. 

Every summer Ashley Down brews a wheat beer and this summer 
has been no exception. Lille Wheat – 5.2%, unfined and so hazy, with 
more than a hint of cloves and banana – has been available in casks 
(some casks were finished with a couple of kilos of cherries) and should 
be available in bottles by the time we go to print. The Belgian wheat 
beer yeast was obtained from Rich Poole of Left Handed Giant (without 
the use of cake).  

With the fashion for highly hopped beers showing no sign of 
abating, some hops are increasingly difficult to source for small 
breweries. Sideways (3.7%, straw coloured, hoppy), a longstanding 
and popular beer, was recently in danger of becoming extinct. It utilises 
a particularly fragrant hop that Vince can no longer source from his 
suppliers. Ashley Down are not renowned for heavily hopped beers so 
a little goes a long way, but with none available from wholesalers it 
looked like the end of Sideways. At the eleventh hour John Comer came 
to the rescue with a vacuum pack of leaf hops – thank goodness for 
Arbor Ales. (Vince didn’t mention whether any cake was involved).  

Vince has also been trying to develop a new black beer to replace 
Vanguard (which was a temperamental beer – the yeast used was a poor 

flocculator, i.e. the beer did not clear well). T.B.A. (That Black Ale), 
a 3.7% session black beer, was well received, but Vince wanted more 
body so Stirling, a 4.2% black beer, was recently hatched. Mashed at 
a higher temperature and using a little Muscovado sugar, it is smoother 
and more complex but not too strong, and available (in rotation with 
others) at the Drapers Arms and other discerning boozers.  

Ashley Down Brewery is still looking for a new, bigger home – all 
suggestions welcome. 

When I popped into Ashley Down Brewery, Vince was racking 
(casking up) Remedy, a chestnut coloured 4% session bitter. He plans to 
brew and bottle some old favourites – Plum Porter, December, Extra 
Stout and Red Stoat – in the autumn brew programme. Let’s hope he’s 
got all the right ingredients or he’ll be making a lot more cakes.

Tony Durbin

Ashley Down Brewing . . .
with a little help from its friends
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News from the CAMRA Bath & Borders branch

The Old Green Tree in Bath has been voted Pub of the Year by the local Bath 
& Borders branch of the CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale. Long one of 
Bath’s most popular pubs with locals and visitors alike, this is the second 

time it has won the award, having been Pub of the Year back in 2005. Since then 
it has been named UK City Pub of the Year by the Good Pub Guide in 2008, and 
recommended by the National Geographic Magazine as one of the ten best pubs in 
England. It has also received Trip Advisor Certificates of Excellence in 2015 and 
2016.  

The history of the Old Green Tree goes back 300 years, to June 1716, when a 
milliner called John Cornish bought part of a former bowling green to start building 
Green Street. Legend has it that the name of the pub celebrated a tree which stood 
next to the bowling green. Originally, the pub was much smaller than it is today. 
The beam across the ceiling halfway along the main bar indicates the back wall of 
the eighteenth-century building. Despite its size, though, it had its own brewery in a 
yard at the back, which continued to produce beer until the early twentieth century. 

The Old Green Tree was a free house until 1928, when it was taken over by 
the Lamb Brewery from Frome, who extended it, built a smoke room where the 
brewery had been, installed a new frontage and panelled the walls with oak. 

Since then, it has hardly changed, and in recognition of its timeless quality, it 
is listed – along with less than 300 other pubs nationwide – on CAMRA’s National 
Inventory of Pubs with Historic Interiors. There has been one important – and very 
welcome – change, however, for the Old Green Tree has long been a free house 
once again. This means its landlord, Tim Bethune, can source the very best of beers 
from local microbreweries. Old Green Tree Ale, brewed exclusively for the pub by 

Blindman’s Brewery of Frome, is an especial 
favourite, as is Butcombe Bitter. But with six 
real ale pumps, new beers are constantly being 
introduced. Local cider from Ashton Press and 
Honey’s of Midford, just outside Bath, is also 
available, along with a carefully selected range 
of wines, spirits and bottled beers. Locally 
sourced food is available at lunchtimes, with 
favourites such as sausage and mash and 
doorstep sandwiches alongside daily specials.   

Tim Bethune has been at the Old Green Tree 
for over 15 years, working as manager for Nick 
Luke from 2001, before taking over the lease in 
2014. His philosophy is simple: “I see myself 
and the staff as caretakers here, keeping up the 
traditional elements of this historic pub. We have 

300-year-old Bath pub 
voted Pub of the Year

Denis Rahilly presents the Bath & 
Borders CAMRA Pub of the Year 
2016 award to Tim Bethune, landlord 
of the Old Green Tree, seen below 
celebrating with his assistant 
Daniela Nadalon.

no music or background noise in our three oak-panelled rooms. It’s 
all about having a decent pint and a good chat with old friends and 
newcomers alike.”  

With the new award coinciding neatly with the pub’s 300th 
birthday, it is clear that this venerable Bath institution is in good 
hands. And, as locals toast Tim’s success, they can also drink with 
confidence to the next 300 years.

Andrew Swift

Bath and Surrounding Villages
Chapter One (formerly the Hive), Piccadilly Place, 
London Road, Bath

This pub has new landlords, a new look and a new name. Emma 
and Michael Heap bought the then Hive in December and a major 
refurbishment is nearing completion. The pub reopened in around late 
April under its new name as a fully independent wet-led free house, 
focussing on high-quality independently brewed craft beers (currently 
all keg) alongside a delicious range of snacks, wines, spirits and soft 
drinks. Current beers are listed on a big screen, which is relayed to 
the pub’s web presence, so that potential customers can see what is 
available. The landlords plan to include cask beer in their range by 
Christmas.

New Inn, 24 Monmouth Place, Bath
This Wadworth-owned pub reopened on Wednesday 29 June 

following a major refurbishment. Banwell House, the company that 
also runs the Victoria Pub & Kitchen on Upper Bristol Road, the Rose 
& Crown in Trowbridge and the Three Horseshoes at Chapmanslade, 
carried out the refurbishment and now manages the pub. The beer range 
consists of five beers: three regulars, Wadworth’s 6X and two beers 
brewed especially for the pub, and two guests.

East Somerset
Cornerhouse, 1 Christchurch Street East, Frome

This smart free house just to the south of the town centre is now 
stocking Electric Bear Persuasion as a regular beer.

Vine Tree, 35 Berkley Road, Frome
A grand opening of the recently refurbished pub on the outskirts of 

Frome was held on the weekend of Friday 29 July. The beer range at the 
time of writing was Sharp’s Atlantic and Doom Bar and Fuller’s London 
Pride.

Wunder Bar, 2 High Street, Midsomer Norton
This lively town-centre bar and live music and events venue has 

recently reopened under new management.

Milk Street, Frome
This 16-year-old brewery, currently crammed into a former cinema 

behind the Griffin in Frome, is about to relocate to an industrial unit 
(probably on the Marston industrial estate on the western edge of the 
town).

 
Twisted Brewing, Westbury

The two-year-old Twisted brewery has been busy these last few 
months. Three and Sixpence (3.6%) is a new addition to the core range 
and has been designed to be a true session beer with a gentle bitter 
flavour from the use of Kentish hops. 

Meanwhile two new topical beers have been produced. The first, 
Three Lions, a 4% pale ale, was brewed to coincide with the UEFA 
Euros, and more recent was the Olympic beer Rio Gold which, at 4.1%, 
was flavoured with US hops, giving a refreshing taste of mango, melon 
and grapefruit. 

Meanwhile the brewery shop continues to retail beers from small 
breweries across the UK, including, in the last few months, Phipps 
of Northampton, Nelson from Chatham, Vale of Glamorgan, Isle of 
Purbeck and the Milestone Brewery from Cromwell, near Newark.

Steve Hunt

Pub News

George, Nettlebridge, near Shepton Mallet
This pub, situated on the A367 just north of the village of Oakhill, 

is currently closed. We understand that the lease is (or has been) on the 
market but, at the time of writing, have no further information. 

West Wiltshire
Cross Keys, Lye’s Green, Corsley, near Warminster

This is the latest pub in the Bath & Borders area to have been saved 
by a community buy-out, which happened remarkably quickly, and 
despite the rather unexpected decision by Wiltshire Council to refuse an 
application to list the pub as an Asset of Community Value. The pub was 
closed for a few weeks for refurbishment and reopened in the spring and 
now seems to be doing well. The beer range, normally of four, includes 
local breweries Twisted and Three Daggers on a regular basis.

White Hart, Lane End, Corsley, near Warminster
This large roadside pub, which has been closed for around three 

years, looks set to reopen soon. The pub, situated on the A362, roughly 
midway between Frome and Warminster and on the junction of the road 
the leads to Longleat Safari Park, has undergone a major refurbishment. 

Steve Hunt

Brewery News

The last edition of Pints West made mention of there being plans 
for a new brewery in Bath. It can now be revealed that this 
brewery will be located at the Royal Oak (Lower Bristol Road, 

Twerton) and is intended to be a two-barrel plant producing one house 
beer and a monthly special. It is anticipated that, at least initially, these 
ales will only be available at the Royal Oak.

Chris Powell, who has now been running the Royal Oak as landlord 
for nearly five years, is the instigator of this project and had hoped that 
installation of brewing 
equipment would start 
this summer but it is 
likely now to be deferred 
to nearer the end of the 
year. Activities, other 
than planning, so far 
include experimentation 
with recipes and giving 
the company an identity.

The choice of name 
and logo is pictured here.

For those of you that 
know the pub it is clear 
from the logo that this is 
a reference to Ralph, one 
of the pub dogs which 
has a propensity for 
being mischievous and ruining things. The scatty hound has eyes of two 
colours, one being strangely blue. 

For those of you that like to keep an eye on how things are getting 
on there should be opportunities to do so through twitter @RalphsRuin 
or Instagram ralphs_ruin or through the website www.ralphsruin.co.uk 
nearer the time.

Phill the Pint

Another Bath 
brewery

coming soon
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Bath’s First 
Winter Ales 

Festival
The first Bath CAMRA Winter Ales Festival is 

to be held in the brand new club house of the 
Widcombe Social Club, located near the bottom 

of Widcombe Hill, just a five-minute walk from Bath Spa 
station.

Although this is our first venture into the winter beer scene, the 
event is the 38th beer festival organised by the Bath & Borders branch of 
CAMRA to be held in the city and the second to be hosted by Widcombe 
Social Club.  

In a change to the previous format of our beer festivals, we are 
running just two public sessions, a Friday evening one from 6pm to 11pm 
and, in something of an experiment, an extended Saturday lunchtime-
into-early-evening session running from 11am to 7pm. The club itself 
will remain open to beer festival customers after the festival itself closes.

In keeping with our recent beer festivals at Bath Rugby Club and the 
previous festival at Widcombe Social Club in 2012, this new event will 
be on a relatively small scale. We aim to have up to 30 cask beers and a 
selection of around half a dozen ciders and perries.

The admission charge for each session is £8 and this includes £2 
worth of beer tokens to all customers. A further £2 worth of free beer 
tokens to card-carrying CAMRA members are available at each session, 
but please note that these are claimed at the event itself – the full price 
must be paid when ordering tickets in advance.

Tickets will be available from early September, and it is 
recommended that people buy them in advance. They can be ordered 
online from www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk or by post from Martin 
Ansell at 38 Maple Gardens, Bath, BA2 3AG. Please state the session or 
sessions you require tickets for and, if ordering by post, send a cheque 
made payable to ‘Bath & Borders CAMRA’ and enclose a stamped 
addressed envelope.

The venue can be accessed from Bath Spa railway station and the 
Bath bus station via the Halfpenny Bridge over the River Avon from 
where a short stroll down Widcombe High Street takes you to the club 
slightly up the hill from the “my local” corner store.

Widcome Social Club and Bath & Borders CAMRA look forward to 
welcoming you to the festival in this exciting new venue which enjoys 
magnificent views across Bath.

Steve Hunt

Bath CAMRA

1st Winter Ales Festival

2  16
Friday 25th November, 6pm to 11pm

Saturday 26th November, 11am to 7pm

Widcombe Social Club
Widcombe Hill, Bath, BA2 6AA

Featuring up to 30 cask beers and
around half a dozen ciders and perries

Admission £8: includes your first £2 worth of beer tokens 
and a further £2 worth of free beer tokens for CAMRA members.

Advance tickets: can be ordered online from 
www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk 

or by post from Martin Ansell, 38 Maple Gardens, Bath, BA2 3AG. 
Please state session(s) required and, if ordering by post, 

send a cheque made payable to “Bath & Borders CAMRA” 
along with a stamped addressed envelope.

Bradford-on-Avon has a brand new brewery – Kettlesmith Brewing 
– in the centre of town, which alongside Box Steam in Holt and 
Willy Good Ales in Winsley must make this small market town the 

West Wiltshire centre of brewing!
Kettlesmith produced its first brew in April of this year, 2016, and is 

owned and run by head brewer Antony Field (pictured right), ably assisted 
by assistant brewer Gez Noyce (below) and head of sales Evan Metz, both 
from the late and much lamented Devilfish Brewery. Antony has been 
home-brewing for twenty years, but has been planning to go professional 
for some time, and originally intended his first brewery to be rather further 
away, in San Francisco!

Although originally from Corsham, Antony spent many years working 
in the film industry in California and, in fact, took American citizenship. 

Kettlesmith
The new brewery in Bradford-on-Avon

However, a growing family has drawn him back to his roots and so, after 
many months of planning, he settled on Bradford to start his new dream 
business.

The brewery is situated in a modern light-industrial estate, just 
off the Frome road, and is brewing six beers at present, in equipment 
supplied by Brewsters of Grantham, capable of brewing up to 10 
brewers’ barrels. As well as cask, most of the beers will also be brewed 
for bottle and keg (using Ecokegs) and, in the few months they have 
been open, about thirty pubs, as well as beer shops and other outlets, 
have sold or are selling their ales.

All the six beers so far have names ending in ‘line’, including 
Timeline, an IPA; Skyline, a saison; Ridgeline, a red rye ale; and Fogline, 
a Belgian pale. More beers are being planned, especially in the Belgian 

style. So, as you can see, Antony’s 
influences come from both the New 
World and the Old.

Ten varieties of hops are 
used, including Summit, Cascade, 
Sorachi Ace, Columbus and 
Goldings. All the malts used 
come from Warminster: “Very 
convenient, great quality,” says 
Antony. Most of the hops are used 
in pellet form, while bagged loose 
leaves are used for dry hopping.

 At the time of writing, the cask 
ales were available at the Grapes in 
Bradford, the Brew House, Raven, 
Old Green Tree and Garricks Head 
in Bath, and the Riverstation in 
Bristol, and doubtless now many 
others. Bottled beers were on sale 
in Ruby Red in Bradford and the 
Lowden country store in Shaw near 
Melksham. Keep an eye out in your 
locality!

All in all, Kettlesmith looks 
like being a fine addition to our 
local brewing scene.

Denis Rahilly
Web: www.kettlesmithbrewing.com
Twitter: @kettlesmithbeer
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The story so far
The Packhorse in the village of South Stoke, on the fringes of 

Bath, was one of the best-loved pubs in the Bath area. Grade II-listed 
and dating back to the 17th century, it is a lovely old building full of 
character and steeped in history. Being the only pub in the village it was 
a big shock for the community when Punch Taverns sold it to a property 
speculator even though there were good offers on the table from other 
pub operators. The community acted swiftly by starting a campaign to 
save the pub and registering the pub as an Asset of Community Value 
(ACV), one of the first registrations in the country.  

The owner tried then to sell the pub on in October 2013. This 
triggered the ACV moratorium on a sale in order to give the community 
time to find the money to buy the pub – but despite the community 
group making an offer, a sale could not be agreed. Then an application 
was made by the owner in October 2015 to turn the pub into a private 
house. This attracted 95 objections and the application was withdrawn 
after a couple of weeks. Fresh negotiations began between the 
community group and the owner, and in June this year the community 
group were able to announce, at a memorable public gathering, that they 
had exchanged contracts with the owner. 

The community group aims to raise 
£525,000 by the end of September to buy 
the pub through a community share offer. 
The minimum share investment is £500.

Save the Packhorse
 now!

The proposal 
The community has to now raise £525,000 to buy the pub. After the 

pub is then in their ownership, they need to raise a further £350,000 for 
renovations, including installing a new kitchen and loos, and expanding 
the car park area. The overall amount also allows for working capital 
necessary for the first couple of years of operation, when the new 
business is establishing itself.

 A business plan has been has been prepared by the group – which 
consists of pub experts, building specialists and accountants – that 
shows how the pub can be profitable and will be a good investment. 
On the team to oversee the pub management is Toby Brett who runs 
a number of pubs including the Victoria Pub & Kitchen and the New 
Inn in Bath. The aim is to reopen the pub retaining the character of a 
traditional country pub offering both good food and local real ales and 
ciders.

The structure is slightly complicated and consists of an ordinary 
limited company called Newco and a co-operative society – which 
smaller investors can buy shares in. The co-operative society will 
become a substantial, but minority shareholder. Investors can buy shares 
in Newco starting at £10,000 or in the co-operative society starting at 
£500. Given the large amount of money that has to be raised, the group 
had to set up a structure that would attract large investors. So whether 
you are interested in investing a smaller or larger amount, now is the 
time to act. Find out more, including access to the full share offer 
documents, at www.southstoke.net or contact Trevor John, the chair, 
on 01225 833 387 or by emailing trevor.ttjohn@gmail.com, and keep 
up to date on Facebook and Twitter – Save The Packhorse.

At time of writing (16th August) an amazing £370,000 
of the initial target of £525,000 has already been raised. 
There is a public meeting planned for Saturday 10th 
September at 6.30pm outside the pub if you have any 
questions or want to find out more.

Tom Chapman
Bath and Borders CAMRA (and Packhorse investor!)

Now is the time to help save this fantastic pub. 
It was a sad day indeed for Bath pub-goers when 
the Packhorse in South Stoke closed in May 2012. 

But now after four years of closure the community has the 
chance to buy the pub back and reopen it. But they only 
have until the end of September to secure the purchase.   
If you want to help, read on – and act now.

Seems like only yesterday we were telling you 
about the Electric Bear Brewing Company 
opening in Brassmill Lane, Bath ... but they are 

now a year old.  
In that time they have held a range of special events at the brewery 

taproom (see Whatpub or the brewery’s web site for current opening 
hours), brewed their regular and many one-off beers, held a number of 
tap takeovers in pubs, including at the Famous Royal Navy Volunteer 
in King Street, Bristol, and seen demand grow for their cask, keg and 
bottled beers. 

Indeed, due to growing nationwide demand, they are already 
planning their first brewery expansion. Within the next few weeks they 
will add two 20-barrel fermentation tanks and a 2,000-litre conditioning 
tank that will allow brewer Guillermo Alvarez (aka G, pictured right) 
to brew up to four times per week and increase output by about 50 per 
cent.   

To mark their first birthday, G is brewing a special birthday beer that 
should be available around about the time Pints West hits the streets.   
NZ Pale (a 4.5% pale ale made with New Zealand hops – who’d have 
thought it?) will be their first venture into cans.  

Ryan Read, the new head of sales, aims to continue a nationwide 
sales push focusing on key cities including London, Birmingham, 
Manchester, Leeds and Sheffield.

Forthcoming events include the first birthday party at the brewery 
taproom from 2pm to 10pm on Saturday 10th September, and their first 
record fair on Saturday 1st October. And there’ll probably be something 
scary happening round Halloween. Looking further ahead they will once 
again have a presence at Bath Christmas Market (24th November to 11th 
December).

Trevor Cromie

A year of brewing at 
Electric Bear

Cryptic Crossword
Compiled by Pete and Eddie Taberner

(Solution on page 38)
ACROSS:
1. Stopped brewed liquor made by replacing hay with maize initially (6)
4. see 10 ac.
10 & 4 ac. Heroine from Oz has a fine figure – if stout! (7, 8)
11. See a drunk dad swimming here (4, 3)
12. Ern’s mother set up landlady’s pre-conditions (2, 3, 5)
13. The main point of pints in the Bristol district (4)
15. Just over half a ‘Nun’ plus spirit chaser makes an old Egyptian rattle (7)
17. SI units leaving silliness create disorder (7)
19. Big bird seen on the Med comes from a Welsh brewery (7)
21. Cornish beer is not proper for a simple task (4, 3)
23. Very fishy brew? (4)
24. Narrow interest in Sharp’s or Young’s beers is easy to start with (10)
27. First half of 23 ac spilt, at least anyhow, cuts it out (7)
28. Helping in a pub can be hard work (7)
29. Try the barrel contents – it could be provided at a cricket match (4, 4)
30. Old sayings like ‘Starting Arbor drinks always gets everyone sloshed’ (6)

DOWN:
1. Licensed premises not open to the public, only the hare-brained (9)
2. Dogs aren’t right – showing drunken gait (7)
3. Kirk’s craft beer from Mr Majolica’s brewery (10)
5. The jewel in the crown from Marston’s? (3, 6)
6. Stage show doesn’t finish, short measure (4)
7. Filthy film part following Old Bob’s head (7)
8. Means to start brewing (5)
9. Binary digits have sharp taste by the sound of it (4)
14. Unlucky, sick celeb collected some red ale (3-7)   

16. Setter @ ‘Ctrl P’ instruction for cheap sandwich filling (4, 5)
18. Dives for small battered beer mugs (9)
20. Heard old Queen flogs historic midland brewery (7)
22. Inn I jog around to get drunk for meeting (7)
23. Bodmin’s mythical feline now found on Exmoor (5)
25. Mark of a good real ale – but? (4)
26. Have a go at 23 dn when it’s lost energy and fallen over (4)
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It has been a few years now since the last review on the pubs in the Pill 
area in this magazine and our esteemed editor had put in a request. 
Well, he rarely asks for much, so here goes.
Pill lies on the southern bank of the river Avon (Shirehampton being 

on the opposite bank) and roughly half way between Portishead and 
Bristol. The X2 bus links Pill with Bristol and Portishead and both are 
around 20 minutes away by bus. Pill is famous for the number of river 
and channel pilots that used to ply their trade here and the number of pubs 
that used to exist here – 22 in the village itself. If you bear in mind in the 
18th century up to 14 ships could be moored in the village with about 50 
sailors on each, it’s not so surprising that there were so many pubs. Pill’s 
maritime links survive today with a fair number of dock workers still 
living in the area. The passenger rail line is forecast to reopen through Pill 
– with its own station reopening – in 2019 so maybe the local reputation 
may then be softened by an influx of young professionals or even hipsters. 
Time will tell. In the meantime, we needed to test whether the area still 
had the “abandoned wickedness” John Wesley was quoted as giving it in 
1755. To help us two Portishead citizens stay safe, we were accompanied 
by local guide, Bob Wring. We split our research over two days and the 
first of these was the hottest day of the year so far.

At the Portishead end of Pill lies the village of Easton in Gordano. 
At the other end is Ham Green and both villages pretty much merge into 
Pill with some green bits in between. We started our quest a couple of 
miles closer to Bristol and only 15 minutes by bus (X2 or X3) from the 
city centre, in the village of Abbots Leigh. Here, on the main road to 
Bristol, we found the impressive George Inn. This establishment has 
been beautifully renovated by the same people as run the Somerset House 
in Clifton and does indeed bring Clifton to Abbots Leigh. The renovations 
included revealing vaulted wooden beams in the upstairs ceiling now used 
as the main restaurant. The walled garden is large and well furnished. On 
the ground floor, the bar area is a relaxed area to eat or drink in or both, 
for this is a gastro-pub. The only downside to this is the very Clifton beer 
pricing at £4.40 a pint. However, the real ale choice is good and I can 
vouch that the Purity ale I tried was superb. On our visit the breweries 
represented were Timothy Taylor, Wickwar, Jurassic and (one of my 
favourites) Purity. The village is a good base for walking, either around 
the village itself, a couple of miles back to the Suspension Bridge or, as 
we did about the same distance back to Ham Green.

The Anchor at Ham Green is on the main road opposite Lodway 
Cricket Club and has a large car park. ‘Melbournes’ operate at the Anchor 
as a bring-your-own (if you buy two food courses) restaurant and pub. 
However, two real ales were available on draught: Sharp’s Doom Bar and 
Bath Ales’ Gem. We sampled the latter and were quite happy with it. We 
chatted to manager and owner, Leigh Iles, and had a good look around. 
The interior is large and open with a contemporary look. There is a 
function room available for hire and a good-sized garden gets sun all day. 

From here, we nipped over the road to Lodway Cricket Club which 
is open all through the year and which is used by social members for only 
£5 a year. One real ale was available but the St Austell Tribute was just 
what we needed on this sultry night, being light and crisp and good value 
at £2.70 a pint. The club has a second pump available so could extend 
their ale offering in the future. The club layout is deceptively roomy and 
a large TV screen provides Sky and BT sports offerings – this will be 
cricket if available at the time. A skittle alley is also provided and 2017 
sees the celebration of the 150-year anniversary of the club.

Leaving the club, Bob came into his own as a local guide by leading 
us down a country route which linked up with the cycle path from Bristol 
which runs alongside the rail line and down into Pill village. We emerged 
under the rail bridge with the Star Inn opposite us. The Star, a free house, 
has an interesting layout and no food offering. We met landlord, Kevin, 
who shares the responsibilities with partner Maria. Courage Best is the 
regular offering here but the changing beer available to us was Cottage 
Brewery’s New Balls Please. It looks from the old pump clips on the wall 
that the changing beer tends to be a bit different from the usual here. We 

Inn and 
around

The George Inn garden

The George Inn, Abbots Leigh

Lodway Cricket Club

The Anchor, Ham Green

certainly enjoyed the one we tried. 
As Ian and I needed to catch the bus back to Portishead, we left 

the Star to walk back to the main road and the last stop on the first day, 
the Kings Head. This is a two-roomed pub with two skittle alleys. It 
appeared to be a lively down-to-earth pub, very much at the centre of the 
village, and there was no evidence of any food offering. There were a 
good number of customers around on the Tuesday evening we were there. 
Courage Best and Doom Bar were their real ales. We tried the latter and 
had no complaints.

Day two saw us meet at the bus stop at Pill precinct, then head past 
the Star to the Duke of Cornwall down on the river’s edge. Here we 
met Jackie and Neil who took over as landlords four years ago. When 
they took over there were no real ales in place at all and now Doom Bar 
appears as the regular ale. When we visited, Butcombe Bitter was the 
guest beer and by my calculations it cost us £2.80 a pint. Good value for 
a tasty drink. Basic food is available such as filled rolls. The bar seemed 
to be quite busy and I would guess that the Duke and the Kings Head 
dispute which pub is most central to village life. Neil took the time to chat 
about what he and Jackie are trying to do. His enthusiasm was evident, 
especially for real ale. He mentioned that he was putting on a rack of six 
still ciders and an extra ale for the Pill Regatta the following Saturday. 
Sport is massive here with Four TVs and one large screen scattered about. 
Sky and BT Sports channels are accessed with football taking precedence 
unless England or Bristol rugby matches are on. Both of the local football 
persuasions are catered for and a new skittle alley was built a couple of 
years ago.

From the Duke, we walked round the back of it, through Back Lane 
– featuring historic cottages – to emerge on to Station Road. At the end 
of Station Road, on the Lodway, the Memorial Club was opposite us. 
Bob explained that membership here is £10 a year. The club is set in the 
imposing former residence of the Hall family who used to own Lodway 
Brewery next door. The brewery no longer remains having been snapped 
up by Georges Brewery only to go out of business and the building is now 
used for various offices. Courage Best was available to us at only £2.65 a 
pint. We could also have tried their Butcombe Bitter. The club features a 
large car park, a function room, a snooker room and two skittle alleys. 

From the Memorial, Bob escorted us down the Lodway in the 
direction of Easton in Gordano, on to Priory Road and across the fields to 
emerge on to Rectory Road and then Martcombe Road and the Rudgleigh 
Inn. The Rudgleigh is an Enterprise house and sits on the main road 
to Bristol and only a half mile or so from junction 19 on the M5, with 
plenty of parking. The Lincoln family, who have been in charge for two 
and a half years now, run it as a steak house. As the emphasis is on food, 
the real ales’ job is mainly to complement the food. As such, the regular 
ale is Doom Bar and the changing ale is usually one of the more light 
and refreshing types of ale, often from Exmoor’s range, but when we 
visited we enjoyed Young’s Hummingbird which was probably the beer 
we enjoyed most over the two days. A carvery operates on Sundays until 
6pm. Gluten-free and celiac-friendly food is available. 

From the Rudgleigh, we headed back down Rectory Road to Priory 
Road and the Kings Arms at Easton in Gordano. Here we were welcomed 
by Ian, the landlord. Ian was in situ when I last reported on the area 
some seven years ago. Another Enterprise pub, five ciders were on offer 
along with Doom Bar as a regular beer and Butcombe Bitter which was 
available at the time as the changing ale. We chose the Butcombe and it 
went down well. Music plays a part at the weekends and the food offering 
starts with breakfasts at 10am. The pub layout is interesting, starting with 
a large patio at the front, leading to a bar area with a relaxed feel and a 
lounge with comfortable seating but plenty of standing and leaning room 
around the bar counter. At the rear there is a well-used skittle alley. As 
usual, there was a decent crowd in. After catching up with landlord Ian, 
we said our goodbyes to Bob, our minder for the two days, and caught the 
bus home. 

Neil Ravenscroft
With Ian Looker and Bob Wring

The Duke of Cornwall

The Kings Head

The Rudgleigh Inn

The Kings Arms, Easton in Gordano

Pill
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The Pokemon game popular in the late 1990s is making a big come back with 
Pokemon Go. Moving on from the original paper trading cards, and the 
Gameboy consoles, the new “augmented reality” version of the game operates 

on mobile phones and other mobile devices like iPads and tablets. It uses the device’s 
GPS and a Google maps-type interface to encourage players to get out and about 
in the real world and find virtual Pokemon in a variety of urban and rural locations, 
allowing players to see the Pokemon in real locations through the device’s camera. 
Real-world locations called Pokestops provide players with stations to replenish their 
supplies of Pokeballs and other items required to capture digital Pokemon. Players 
can also set ‘lures’ at Pokestops to attract Pokemon and increase their chances of 
capturing the virtual creatures. 

OK, so why has any of this got anything to do with real ale and great pubs? Three 
reasons perhaps. 

The first is that a number regional businesses are cashing in on Pokemon Go, for 
example Bristol Zoo recently held a lure party that attracted thousands and raised 
considerable sum of money for the zoo’s charity. Perhaps real ale pubs could do the 
same to attract business and widen the real ale customer base? 

The second reason is that many Bristol and Bath pubs turn out to be Pokestops, 
which might increase footfall naturally, with automatic business benefits. 

The third reason is that some Pokestops are situated at spots important to our 
regional brewing history thereby increasing players’ knowledge of our regional beer 
culture. Olly, the bar manager at the Spotted Cow, a pokestop on North Street in 
Bedminster, certainly confirmed that a significant number of customers play Pokemon 
Go there, and may stay in the pub for a while whilst they set lures. “It’s hard to 
say whether playing Pokemon has any impact on beer sales or the general level of 
business,” he says, “and it’s not clear if the players are new customers or our regulars. 
Lots of the lure setters are certainly local players, but it might be that more customers 
are coming in because people set lures – it’s hard to say.” 

The barman at the Rising Sun in Ashton Road, south Bristol, and the bar manager 
on the Grain Barge in Hotwells, were both aware that their establishments were 
Pokestops and do see some customers playing,  but felt there was little impact on 
their businesses. As one of them said, “Pokemon parties are something that happens 
in pubs on Gloucester Road and Stokes Croft; the demographic there is interested.” 
However, James, a customer (enjoying Bristol Beer Factory’s Enigma red ale) on 
the Grain Barge said, “I have certainly visited many more pubs in central and south 
Bristol than I would normally playing Pokemon Go. I could be drinking a latte 

“Gotta catch ’em all” - those Bristol pubs, 
pints and breweries!

somewhere else instead I suppose, but it’s great having a 
beer waiting to catch Pokemon after setting a lure.”

Historic sites such as the Georges/Courage brewery 
buildings on Victoria Street in central Bristol point players 
to Bristol’s brewing past and add educational interest to 
the Pokemon hunting journey. Whether there is any impact 
of Pokemon Go on pubs and beer sales probably requires 
further research, but it is clear for some players their 
experience is enhanced by the opportunity to catch a pint 
as well as a Pokemon. 

Bianca Ambrose

Believe it or not, it is nearly 30 years since CAMRA published 
its first edition of the Good Cider Guide. This book first came 
out in October 1987, compiled, almost single-handed, by cider 

enthusiast David Kitton.  
He had originally produced an earlier version, published by Virgin, 

but this was the first time that CAMRA had seriously promoted real 
cider and perry to the outside world, and it is interesting today to see 
how the cider industry has changed, by looking at the producers and 
outlets that were around in those days.

There were around 80 producers listed in the guide, although there 
were a lot more that were not included, but nothing like the hundreds of 
producers that you can find today, and only about a third of them are still 
going, with some areas having changed dramatically. 

One of the most remarkable changes has been in Wales. This country 
was traditionally a big cider and perry area, but when the guide came 
out there were no known producers at all. Look how that has changed 
today, where there has been a big revival in cider and perry production 
and now several dozen makers.

Similarly Dorset, another traditional cider area, has taken off again 
recently, with a whole range of new producers. When this guide was 
published, there were only two, and neither of them are still producing. 
Mill House at Overmoigne is now a museum, and has one of the most 
amazing collections of cider presses to be found anywhere. Likewise, 
Captain Thimbleby at Wolfeton House no longer produces, but the 
eccentric medieval and Elizabethan house is open to the public (at least 
it was the last time I checked).

There were, of course, a number of producers who were 
subsequently bought up and closed down by the big companies. One of 
them was Symonds in Herefordshire, whose family had been making 

cider since 1727. But this meant little to Bulmers, who eventually 
bought them and closed them down, while still making a keg cider called 
Symonds Scrumpy Jack. Likewise, Bulmers did the same with Inch’s 
in Devon, who had been making cider since the beginning of the 1900s. 
Once again, bought up and closed down. (See, it isn’t just breweries that 
do it).

Those of you who have heard of Brogdale in Kent, who have the 
national collection of apple and pear trees, may not know that the cider 
apples and perry pears were originally at the Government-funded Long 
Ashton research Station in Bristol, and they made their own cider as well.  

In the East of England there was James White Suffolk Cider, no 
longer producing. When this guide came out, it seemed that every other 
pub in East Anglia was selling it. And in Herefordshire, Westons was 
still producing and seen in many pubs throughout the country. But by far 
the largest number of outlets with cider (including a lot of off-licenses) 
were stocking Bulmers, so some things never change! Indeed, in those 
days Bulmers had even owned a small number of their own cider houses, 
which were sold off. The one at Quatt in Shropshire is the only one still 
open, although now independent.

But the list of producers who are no more is a long one. A lot of 
cidermakers were also farmers, and cider had been made for generations, 
and when they retired or died there was often no one to take over the 
business. But luckily, as well as the hundreds of new producers, some of 
the family businesses are still there. So you can still say hello to makers 
like Roger Wilkins and Derek Hartland, both cidermakers in the old 
tradition, while welcoming all of the new ones as well.

And I hope that they don’t mind me saying this, but thank goodness 
that a lot of the newer producers are just as eccentric as the old ones!

Mick Lewis

Good cider as it used to be

The Orchard Inn
South West Cider Pub of the Year
On Wednesday the 29th June, the Bristol & District branch 

of CAMRA’s ‘APPLE’ group (which focuses on increasing 
the promotion and awareness of real cider and perry) had 

the great pleasure of presenting the Orchard Inn in Bristol with the 
South West Cider and Perry Pub of the Year award, it having beaten 
off stiff competition from a diverse range of areas from Cornwall to 
Wiltshire.

Having won CAMRA awards before, including National Cider 
and Perry Pub of the Year in 2009, the Orchard Inn – located in 
Hanover Place on Spike Island – is famed nationwide for its stellar 
cider collection, boasting over 20 ciders and perries, as well as up 
to eight real ales served from gravity at the back of the bar. Having 
won the South West regional award this year, the Orchard will now 
go on to be judged nationally against the other regional winners 
across the country.

A great evening was had by the 20-odd people that turned up 
from the local Bristol & District CAMRA branch, as well as a few 
notable presences from much further afield, including awarding 
panel member Terry Cooke, who made the journey to Bristol from 
Newton Abbot to oversee the Orchard in its moment of triumph! 
Speaking on behalf of the awarding committee, Terry was hugely 
complimentary about the Orchard Inn, praising the staff in particular, 
whom he described as “friendly, knowledgeable, and very willing 
to recommend tasters and ciders to the drinkers more unsure about 
their palate.”

Stuart Marshall who runs the pub spent much of the evening 
waxing lyrical about the virtues of different kinds of cider from 
all over the country, from the drinks’ spiritual home in the South 
West to some of the different types of taste and apples used in areas 
such as Herefordshire and East Anglia. His level of knowledge was 
certainly impressive, as was his resolve not to support ciders that 
can’t be classified as ‘real’ in the purest sense, for example if they 
have any apple-extract or extraneous flavours not coming from the 
maturation barrels. 

Located just behind the beautiful ss Great Britain on Spike 
Island, the Orchard Inn is certainly worth a visit for their amazing 
selection ciders – and real ale! – or even perhaps for their fish ’n’ 
chips or other good value food. 

Nick Jarman
(Photos by Richard brooks)

If you are interested in cider and perry, or just like meeting friendly 
faces, keep an eye out for forthcoming APPLE events over the coming 
months, particularly in October, which is a cider promotion month 
across many CAMRA groups nationwide. 

Stuart Marshall (left) receives the award certificate from Nick Jarman
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The Gloucestershire CAMRA Pub of the Year 2016, the Salutation 
Inn at Ham, has teamed up with award-winning local cider 
producer, John Barnes of the Wild Cider Company, to produce its 

very own “Sally Cider” which it launched to a packed pub in early July.
Apples for the Sally Cider were picked and pressed by a team of 

Sally locals back in November 2015 and is now ready to drink. The 
apples, which included Brown Snouts, Vilberie and Kingston Blacks, 
were picked from orchards just outside of Berkeley near where the pub 
is based. They were then pressed at Wild Cider’s premises near Wick 
before being slowly fermented with wild yeasts and matured in oak 
barrels.

The medium 6% cider is on sale exclusively at the Salutation until 
the 500 or so litres produced runs out. For each pint that is sold the pub 
and Wild Cider have pledged to spend £1 of the proceeds on planting 
new cider orchards in the area. Next year’s Sally Cider will be pressed 
later in 2016 with locals at the pub all invited to join in on the picking 
and pressing day.

Landlord Peter Tiley said: “I’m really proud that the pub has been 
involved in this project with the Wild Cider Company. It was really 
lovely to have the locals muck in and get involved in the picking and 
pressing and I’m really pleased that cash raised from the cider will be 
used to replant more cider trees in the area. The land all around the 
Sally used to be surrounded by orchards and indeed the Sally was once 
a cider pub. This area was known for being cider country and if we want 
to preserve these fantastic traditions, it’s important that we think about 
planting more orchards now so that future generations can enjoy local 
cider in the same way that previous ones have.

On Friday 10th June the Salutation Inn at Ham, near Berkeley, 
was presented with the Gloucestershire CAMRA Pub of the Year 
2016 award. This is the third year in a row that the pub has won 

the award and is the 11th award the pub has won in three years including 
National Pub of the Year in 2014. The pub has also been a finalist in the 
Taste of Gloucestershire Food and Farming Awards, the Western Daily 
Press Food and Farming Awards, and BBC Countryfile’s Rural Pub of 
the Year award.

The Salutation Inn is well known for its real ales and ciders as well 
as its homegrown food served at lunchtimes by Chef Dan Ashford. 
The pub rears its own Gloucestershire Old Spot pork and earlier this 
year was able to serve plates of 100% homegrown ham, egg and 
chips with eggs from their own chickens and chips from homegrown 
potatoes. As well as producing some of its own food, the pub installed 
a microbrewery on site in 2015 and now brews its own beer under the 
brand name Tiley’s. It’s own Tiley’s Pale Ale was recently the second 
fastest beer to sell out at the Gloucester CAMRA Beer Festival earlier 
this year.

The Sally wins Gloucestershire 
Pub of the Year three years running

John Barnes (left) and Peter Tiley behind the bar of the Sally

The Sally and Wild Cider launch cider to help restore 
Gloucestershire orchards

Landlord Peter Tiley, who took over the pub with his wife 
Claire in April 2013, said: “We’re absolutely over the moon to win 
Gloucestershire Pub of the Year for the third time. We’re very proud of 
this county and with so many cracking pubs around it’s an achievement 
that we are incredibly pleased with. Maintaining this standard for 
three years is a credit to our staff and testimony to how friendly and 
welcoming our locals make the place to visitors. Hopefully brewing 
our own beer on site has really enhanced our offering now that we can 
provide beer which is as fresh and local as possible”.

As well as brewing its own beers – recently with Charles Faram hop 
merchants using a brand new variety of hop being developed compete 
with the big New World hops that are on the market at the moment – the 
pub hosts guest breweries who brew small batches of tweaked versions 
of their flagship beers. These beers are then only made available in the 
Salutation. So far the pub has hosted breweries including Bristol Beer 
Factory, Butcombe, Severn Vale, Wye Valley, Wiper & True, and St 
Austell, with Stroud Brewery and GWB coming up later this year.

The pub, which also brews its own beer, Tiley’s, sells a total of 11 
draught ciders as well as six draught real ales. The Wild Cider Company, 
formerly known as Barnes and Adams, sells a range of traditional, 
artisan ciders including Quercus, Tyndale Gold and Fred Brown, which 
are produced solely from Gloucestershire apples and fermented purely 
with wild yeasts.

Tiny Rebel reveals new 
brewery site Tiny Rebel beers often make a guest appearance in pubs in our 

area, and this award-winning brewery has announced plans 
for a new brewery and community space in Newport. The 
new premises start the process of significant expansion that 

will increase their capacity to more than five times today’s production.
The Welsh brewery – which now runs two Urban Tap House 

pubs in Cardiff and Newport – was started four years ago by Brad 
Cummings and Gazz Williams. Since then Tiny Rebel has grown 
rapidly with an impressive range of limited-edition beers alongside 
a popular core range which includes their Welsh red ale, Cwtch, the 
CAMRA Champion Beer of Britain 2015.  Being brewers of last 
year’s champion, they were invited to run a brewery bar (one of only 
eight) at this year’s Great British Beer Festival, the youngest business 
ever to do so – and while there learnt of two more awards in the 2016 
Champion Beer of Britain competition: silver for Hank in the Bitter 
category, and joint bronze for Cwtch in the Best Bitter category.

Due to their success, Tiny Rebel is at full capacity, and now plans 
larger brewing facilities to meet increasing demand. The proposed new 
site will cover nearly 30,000 square feet and will includes a bar and 
event space, capacity for bottling and canning lines, and significantly 
increased storage. The new site will allow the business to expand 
capacity to five million litres annually (nearly nine million pints).

Roy Sanders (image by Powell Dobson)

The summer has seen the launch by Moor of two full-bodied and powerful IPAs, Guardian 
of Peace and Agent of Evil, both weighing in at a hefty 7% ABV, with the latter being 
a black IPA. Both celebrate proprietor Justin Hawke’s passion for Star Wars. If you 

haven’t tried them yet look out for their return in December. You may also find them in cans 
(can-conditioned) in some local off-licenses. Making a welcome return this summer has been 
Claudia, a tasty wheat beer. It too is available in cans. 

Moor beers featured at many festivals over the summer, including the Great British Beer 
Festival. And Moor are creating a mobile bar, which will soon be seen in Bristol and further 
afield.

Meanwhile, the Moor tap now has an official name, the ‘Moor Room’, and a new manager, 
Darran McLaughlin (pictured). If you’re a beer traveller like myself and think you recognise 
Darran, it’s probably because you do! He’s worked in several of the very best pubs in London, 

including Beer by 
Numbers, Cask & Kitchen 
at Pimlico, and Craft 
Beer Co in Leather Lane, 
Clerkenwell. Like so many 
others he came to Bristol to 
visit friends and liked it so 
much he decided to stay! 

The Moor Room 
continues to evolve, with the outdoor seating (also pictured) increased and made 
more welcoming. An international graffiti artist will be involved in freshening up 
the appearance of the Moor Room too. 

At the time of writing, Moor were anticipating being heavily involved in a 
number of forthcoming local beer events. Planned events included the second 
East Bristol Brewery Trail on the August bank holiday weekend, a tap takeover 
at the Hillgrove Porter Stores on 1st September, and featuring at the Bristol 
Craft Beer Festival on the 2nd and 3rd September. A polypin of Old Freddy 
Walker was expected to make an appearance at the Moor Room on Friday 2nd 
September, though not expected to last long! And as part of Bristol Beer Week 
(August 27th to September 2nd) Moor was to be hosting the home brewing 
contest.

Internationally, Moor  held the third ‘Be Moor Arrogant’ festival in Italy 
in July, which was, I’m told, an unbelievable day of artisanal food, beer 
(Moor alongside good friends Lambrate and Dada), and music with headliners 
Hatebreed and Raw Power supported by five other local bands. 

Meanwhile, Justin Hawke has been made a SIBA (Society of Independent 
Brewers)  trustee, and Moor is also involved with CAMRA to aid the ‘real ale in 
a can’ project.   Phil Cummings

Moor Beer
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Watering Holes in the Desert
brought to you from Weston-super-Mare

On the occasion of a founder member of the Weston-super-
Mare CAMRA sub-branch – Mike Coleman – reaching his 70th 
birthday, he organised a mystery pub tour by minibus and 

several of his fellow CAMRA members were invited to join him. For 
many on the tour, the pubs were completely new to them, but even 
those who’d been to the pubs 40 years ago (like me) were amazed at 
the changes. 

The first pub was the Tudor Arms in Slimbridge. This is a large free 
house, a frequent recipient of CAMRA’s Gloucester Country Pub of the 
Year award, situated beside the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal, and just 
half a mile from the world famous Slimbridge Wetland Centre, home 
of the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust. The building dates from the 18th 
century, and was a licensed beer and cider house for the Irish navigators 
who dug the canal by hand. 

There were four ales here on our visit, including two from the Uley 
brewery. 

From here some of the party walked the canal to the next pub, 
the Berkeley Arms at Purton, which is a completely unspoiled rural 
pub overlooking the River Severn. The pub is on CAMRA’s National 
Inventory of Historic Pub Interiors and consists of a tiny drinking area 
in front of a servery which dates from Victorian times and, on the left, 
a separate room with a genuinely old flagstone floor, large curved high-
backed settle, large stone fireplace with a log burner, a piano (which 
is still played occasionally), and a hatch to the side of the server. Old 
hunting prints abound and there is a good selection of local books and 
old maps to browse. 

Only Wickwar Bob was served here on our visit, but it was in good 
condition. 

Not more than a five-minute drive away is the Lammastide Inn at 
Old Brookend This a single-bar pub built in 1932. It has an imposing 
main bar with six beer engines. There is a raised seating area in the bay 
window. The pub has a large dining area, which overlooks the raised 

decking in the garden that has fine views towards the River Severn and 
Forest of Dean. Beers on sale were Draught Bass, Wye Valley Bitter and 
HPA, and St Austell Proper Job. The inn sign is quite a feature as it is 
very overgrown. 

The next pub visited was the Red Lion at Arlingham, which on June 
5th 2013 was bought by the villagers who raised a staggering £300,000 
in just 48 hours to save this, their only pub. It was actually bought for 
£225,000 the day before this Grade II-listed building was due to be sold 
at auction by Enterprise Inns. The pub, which dates from 16th century, 
is regarded as the focal point of the village. There is an interesting photo 
and short history of the 1970’s band Paladin who were from the village. 
Arlingham is on the course of a Roman road which crossed the Severn 
(by a ford) to Newnham. The ford was in use until the 19th century 
but a change in the course of the river in 1802 made the ford difficult. 
The ferry continued in use until after the Second World War. In 1810 
the Severn Tunnel Company secured an Act of Parliament to build a 
tunnel under the river here! 

Cotswold Lion Golden Fleece was one of three beers here on our 
visit.

After visiting the site of the Old Passage Inn where the ferry was 
(now a fish restaurant), we proceeded to the Three Horseshoes at 
Frampton-on-Severn, which is a semi-rural pub of indeterminate 19th 
century age. Built by a farrier, and situated on the southern end of 
the longest village green in England (called Rosamund’s Green after 
Henry II’s mistress, Rosamund Clifford, a member of the family closely 
associated with Frampton from the 11th century to the 20th), it was 
only recognised as a pub in the 1860’s. The pub has two international-
sized boules courts in their spacious beer garden (and holds regular 
tournaments over the summer), as well as comfy chairs. 

CAMRA Gloucester’s Rural Pub of the Year 2016, it sold Timothy 
Taylor Landlord and two beers from the South West.

The next pub was not on the Mike’s original list, but was suggested 
by one of the guests on the tour as we were close by. It turned out to 

The Lammastide Inn, Old Brookend

The Red Lion, Arlingham

Mystery Pub Tour

The Tudor Arms, Slimbridge

The Berkeley Arms, Purton

be the Old Badger Inn in Eastington, formerly known as the Victoria, 
and is a great example of a proper village pub! Here is some of what we 
learned of its history. 

When Godsell’s Brewery was taken over by their rivals Stroud 
Brewery in 1928, an inventory was made of all the property in the Stroud 
Brewery estate. The Victoria was listed with an ‘orchard adjoining’. 
Amongst the clubs that met here was the Eastington Deep Sea Angling 
Club! In June 2010 an application was submitted to Stroud District 
Council to convert the Victoria to a residential dwelling. The pub had 
been put on the market by owners Punch Taverns and little interest had 
been shown in retaining it as a pub. Objections were lodged from the 
local skittles league who was concerned that the Victoria had the last 
remaining skittle alley in the area. Eastington Parish Council stated 
that the Victoria had not been proved to be an unviable business and 
when temporary landlady Jackie Mansell took over the running of the 
pub Punch Taverns had a change of heart and allowed it to continue 
trading until a sale could be finalised. In June 2011 a contact was signed 

The Three Horseshoes, Frampton-on-Severn The Salutation Inn, Ham

and Ellie Sainty, well known proprietor of the excellent Old Spot Inn in 
Dursley, became the new owner. Today, it has been fully refurbished by 
the owners, paying much attention to traditional values and creating a free 
house. However the skittle alley was not included in the rebuild.

Here the minibus broke down so whilst we waited for the RAC to 
appear we had to have more beer. Dark Star Hophead, Stroud Last Deal 
and Black Isle Porter were the favourites.

Final stop on the tour was the Salutation Inn, which some of had 
visited on the Mild Tour of South Gloucestershire on 14th May. This pub, 
a rural free house in the small village of Ham, earned CAMRA’s National 
Pub of the Year award in 2015 – a feat made even more impressive given 
that this is the first pub the landlord has ever run. Former business analyst 
Peter Tiley had never even pulled a pint when he decided to quit his job in 
London and follow his love of beer to take over the ‘Sally’ with his wife 
Claire. Here there was Tiley Pale (brewed on the premises) and Arbor 
Hoploader amongst the range of ales (and ciders) available to enjoy.

Robin E Wild

Weston Socials Report
27th May: The Brit Bar’s beer festival provided the 

opportunity to sample Wantsum Golgotha Stout (5.5%), Dark Star 
American Pale Ale (4.7%) and RCH Sunrise (3.8%) among several 
other ales on gravity – excellent.

11th June: A small group travelled by bus to Churchill, first 
to the Crown for Twisted Oak Fallen Trees (3.8%) and RCH 
Hewish IPA (3.6%), then on foot to the Stag & Hounds for St 
Austell’s Proper Job. Next to Wrington and the Golden Lion for 
Wickwar Bob and the Plough Inn for Young’s Special. Then on to 
the Railway at Sandford; here XT3, an Indian pale ale at 4.2% was 
enjoyed, together with Butcombe Mendip Sping (3.8%). The final 
stop was at the Brewer’s Arms in Banwell where the Bass was in 
good form.

15th June: To celebrate Beer Day Britain a ramble through 
central Weston-super-Mare started at Off The Rails at 1:30pm for 
those able to do so, sampling Otter Amber (4.0%) and Cheddar 
Potholer before moving on at a sociable pace to the Bristol Hotel 
for Sharp’s Dynamite (4.2%) with Butcombe Bitter and Gold also 
available; the Red Admiral for Otter Bitter the guest beer, with 
Butcombe Bitter the regular beer also available; the Tavern in 
the Town (Quantock Ale at 3.8%); the White Hart (Church End 
Screw Ell); the Imperial (Milk Street Funky Monkey); and arriving 
at the Brit Bar in good time to have glasses charged for the toast 
“Cheers to Beer” at 7pm, and where the Thwaite’s Magic Sponge 
at 4.1% was pretty good! Afterwards, some of us visited the 
Cabot, where the Exmoor Beast put a solid finish to a day enjoyed 
by about 15 Weston CAMRA members during the ramble. 

27th July: Once again the Weston Lion’s Beer Festival on the 
Beach Lawns proved a great success. The Weston CAMRA group 
social enabled several unusual beers to be sampled, including 
Yorkshire Heart Hearty Bitter at 3.7%, Orkney Corncrake Ale at 
4.1%, Arundel Black Stallion Mild at 3.7% (this, mixed half and 
half with Exmoor Beast at 6.6%, apparently made a tremendous 
pint!), Weston Lions Ale & Arty at 4.5%, which went down well, as 
did Black Paw Archbishop Ale (4.1%), Bays Summer Ale (3.9%), 
Mauldon’s Silver Adder (4.2%) and Pheansantry American IPA at 
4.3%, to name but a few of the ales available on gravity. 

Laurie Jackson
with help from Mark Hirst, Robin E Wild and Tim Nicholls

Weston Pub News
The Kameleon in Oxford Street, previously known as the Three Queens, has 

re-opened with a new name, the Duke of Oxford, and offers real ales as well as a 
variety of meals. It provides a pleasant lunchtime venue. Other news is the potential 
opening of a micropub, also on Oxford Street, in September, to be named the Weston 
Fryer, being on the site of a fish and chip restaurant. The intention is to offer up to 
15 traditional ales and ciders, as well as bar snacks and such pub games as crib, chess 
and darts. For CAMRA members the promise of a 30 pence discount will be an added 
attraction. 

During a recent visit, the Walnut Tree turned out to have no real ale on sadly but 
has now shut for refurbishment into a carvery so perhaps this will change. The New 
Ancaster at the corner of the Bournville estate has always served as a local but over 
the last ten years went through several incarnations. The current licensee has brought 
in comfy chairs and sofas which along with a real fire makes for a homely setting. 
One rotating beer (Theakston’s Best at the time) made it a pleasant visit. 

The Bear in Walliscote Road has been coming along in leaps and bounds with 
occasional mini beer fests and usually three cask ales on at a time, plus a CAMRA 
discount. The Red Admiral is another pub that changed hands not that long ago. 
Butcombe Bitter is the regular ale, plus one rotating which, for a recent visit on a hot 
day, was a highly refreshing Tetley’s Gold. The Admiral also offers a 10p CAMRA 
discount to boot. 

The Bristol House in Milton Road has been open and closed many times recently 
as Enterprise Inns seem determined to sell it off to a supermarket, but the current 
tenants have worked hard to increase footfall with wonderful Sunday lunches, charity 
events and a well-kept Butcombe Bitter on offer. While we hope their efforts bear 
fruit we understand the “supermarket threat” persists. 

The White Hart in Palmer Row has long been a regular haunt of Weston 
CAMRA members, both for its one rotating cask ale (Sharp’s Special has been 
available recently, with Box Steam Sand Cask Ale on the most recent visit) and its 
excellent skittle alley. The Tavern in the Town is a large town-centre pub catering 
to the disco/karaoke crowd but is often on CAMRA pub crawls for its two rotating 
brews. One is usually either Butcombe Bitter or Bombardier but the other can be 
anything, for example the Quantock Wills Neck. 

Off The Rails at the railway station continues to offer a wide range of beers from 
South Western breweries, always in good condition and keen prices. 

Finally, the Brit Bar’s in-house brewery RPM is now in full-swing production. 
Although brew space is limited (for now) the owner Sam aims to have one of his own 
beers available every weekend, rising to all week as he expands, together with other 
real ales. For example, as well as a house-brewed Black IPA, recently Wickwar BOB 
and Thwaites Wainwright also were on offer.
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All on our website and Facebook page, go there now 
to stay in the loop about all things “beer”!

rchbrewery.com

GET TASTING INVITES
and
more!LEARN ABOUT BREWING

WIN

It has been a year of significant events and 
change at the RCH brewery, based in West 

Huish, just outside Weston-super-Mare. 
In January this year a serious fire in the brew house put the brewery out 

of action for about two months. Happily nobody was hurt and they were 
able to continue brewing at Cheddar Ales during the closure.

The brew house has now been refurbished along with other parts of the 
brewery and all is well again.

Also early in January various members of the Davey family sold their 
shares in RCH to an Irish businessman. Paul Davey does remain as a 
director though and is very much involved still. Graham Dunbavan also 
remains as head brewer.

On the beer front, during the last year both Blackberry Slug and 
Chocolate Slug (variations on their famous Old Slug porter) proved so 
popular that they were added to the range of permanent beers. And their 
Chocolate Mild will appear more often, having also become a permanent 
beer this year.

Throughout the last 12 months RCH have continued to win multiple 
awards for their beers from both CAMRA and SIBA.

Rebranding
The brewery has now launched a major rebranding exercise which is 

well underway.  
The horribly out of date website has now been relaunched and updated, 

and the brewery has become active on social media. Do take a look at the 
new web site at rchbrewery.com and follow them on Facebook and Twitter 
(@RCHBrewery).  

The long running ‘Steam’ and ‘30’ series of seasonal beers have 
been dropped, with a new range of ‘one off’ beers being released one at 
a time. The first of these is Phoenix Gold, a golden brew at 4.5% using 
Phoenix hops and markedly bitter, which was launched in July and has  
been making appearances in Bristol. Next up is Endeavour, also at 4.5%, 
appearing in September. In addition, Return from the Ashes at 5% will be 
brewed for Wetherspoon’s next festival in October, using a single hop and 

All change at RCH

When RPM sprung onto the scene late last year, 
they were touted as the first brewery in Weston-
super-Mare since 1863. Operating from the Brit 

Bar on Weston’s High Street, RPM currently acts as the 
supplier for the Brit Bar’s home-brewed beer, and has 
proved wildly popular, with beers regularly selling out 
within hours of being put on next to the already-impressive 
selection of real ale in the pub. 

RPM made their ‘professional’ debut at the Bristol Beer 
Festival in March this year with their porter Black Dog, 
which received positive feedback from everyone I spoke 

RPM : the brewery 
at the Brit Bar est 2015

Located at the The Brit Bar
118 High Street, Weston-Super-Mare

BS23 1HP
07903764679

Weston’s first Brewery since 1863!

Classic, modern and traditional beers 
brewed with our off beat attitude and  

revolutionary twist
 

Coming to a pub near you, fall 2016!

single malt variety. More beers will follow. 
All pump clips and logos have been redesigned and were being 

launched into the trade in August. Check their web site to see more of 
the new look. Vince Murray

to. Now that their government licenses have been sorted, 
the last few months have seen further experimentation with 
the beer styles they’ve brewed, including Black IPA and the 
trendy Milk Stout appearing at the Brit Bar. 

Owner and brewer Sam Cureton has plans to move 
the brewery into a neighbouring building, allowing him to 
expand his capacity and become less reliant on the Brit 
Bar for his output, whilst keeping his smaller kit on the 
premises to test new beers in the pub! 

The future is bright for this exciting brewery!
Nick Jarman

Out with the old ... ... and in with the new

News from Arbor Ales 
some good, some not so good
Since the move into new premises last Autumn, Arbor Ales’ 

production has increased by about 40 per cent, three more 
employees have been taken on, and a major contract to 

supply Marks & Spencer has been secured. This, together with 
the continued growth in the Italian business, has been largely 
responsible for the increase in production. The business seemed 
on the verge of further major development ... until 24th June 
when everything changed.

Brewery owner Jon Comer has had lots to say on the subject 
of so-called Brexit. As far as he is concerned it is more a case of 
“Brakes-It” as the brewery faces consolidation, but hopefully not 
stagnation. He says a £250,000 investment plan has collapsed 
in the wake of uncertainty over Britain’s relationship with the 
EU – one European job was lost as soon as the result of the 
referendum was known. Jon reckons that, if Britain withdraws 
totally from the EU, in the future exports to Italy will carry a 10 per 
cent tariff entailing a five per cent price increase for the customer 
and a five per cent drop in sale price for the brewery. 

He also says the collapse of the pound against the dollar has 
resulted in a 30 per cent increase in the price of Amarillo hops, one 
of the main ingredients of the popular Yakima Valley IPA: “Whereas 
many small brewers may solve this problem by using fewer hops in 
their beers, we at Arbor will not be compromising the quality of ours, 
preferring to raise prices.” 

“In the short term,” says Jon, “beer prices generally will rise, 
but in the long term they will fall as a price war develops between 
breweries. So some of the weaker businesses will inevitably go to 
the wall.”

Now for some good news. An order was recently despatched 
to a new customer in Sweden and there is even talk of supplying 
Arbor products to China. The range of bottled beers has been 
expanded to include 330ml size – in response to a request from 
the Italian agent – in addition to the pint size bottles. While I was 
at the brewery talking with Jon, we sampled an example from the 
former size bottles, a Belgian IPA brewed in collaboration with the 

Rome-based Buskers Beer brewery and called 
Lost in Translation (7% ABV). This deceptively 
easy-drinking ale is a typical Arbor IPA with 
Belgian Rochfort Abbey yeast imparting a tart 
spicy character. The other 330ml bottles supplied 
to Italy contain Yakima Valley and Rocket Man 
ales. We also sampled a bottle of Flat White 
(8.8% ABV), the deliciously spirituous black 
Imperial Milk Stout-with-coffee, devised last year 
as a collaboration between Arbor and the ‘cuckoo’ 
brewers Left Handed Giant, who this year brewed 
it at the Cotswold brewery and bottled it on Arbor’s 
plant. And at the time of writing we were about to 
see the brewing of another Double Yakima Valley 
IPA (9.5% ABV), always worth looking out for! 

John Bailey, late brewing assistant with 
Manchester’s Black Jack, has joined the staff 
(his partner will be the assistant manager of 
the new Wild Beer Bar in Bristol). While Henry 
Revell and Ian Morris do all the ‘donkey-work’ of 
brewing, Jon still keeps his hand in with planning 
and supervising the brews. Actually I was lucky 
to catch Jon on my visit to the brewery as he 
was about to leave the office to pack for a well-
deserved holiday.   Henry Davies

YOU can now wear Pints West! 
T-shirts, polo shirts, sweat shirts and 
fleeces are now available to order with an 
embroidered Pints West logo on the left 
breast. All are available in navy, black, 
bottle green, grey, red, dark royal, purple 
and burgundy, and in sizes S, M, L, XL 
and XXL. All except the fleeces are also 
available in jade, sky blue, gold and white.
Make cheques payable to “Bristol & 
District CAMRA”, and post your order 
to 19 Willada Close, Bedminster, Bristol 
BS3 5NG.  
Email enquiries to 
clothes@camrabristol.org.uk. 
Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. 

Wear Pints West Pints West Clothing order Form
           Price each Quantity   Size   Colour
T-SHIRT     £16.00 .............    ..........     ......................
POLO SHIRT £19.50 .............    ..........     ......................
SWEAT SHIRT £21.50 .............    ..........     ......................
FLEECE     £25.50 .............    ..........     ......................
Prices include postage & packing.  If your order is for a selection 
of items more complex than this form can accommodate, please 
print your exact requirements on a separate sheet of paper.

NAME ...........................................................................................

ADDRESS .....................................................................................

........................................................................................................

........................................................ POSTCODE .........................
EMAIL ADDRESS (in case of queries)

........................................................................................................
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In this edition of Pints West you can read about the local launch of 
the 2017 Good Beer Guide (GBG). The GBG contains a selection of 
pubs in the city centre and farther afield recommended for selection 

by CAMRA members after sampling real ale in these pubs over a 
12-month period.

Whilst many of the city-centre pubs in the guide, and others not 
currently in the guide, get regular visits from CAMRA members, 
and organised coach trips are made to pubs in the outer suburbs of 
Bristol and the rural areas of South Gloucestershire and Somerset, 
some pubs just outside the city centre get visited on fewer occasions. 
These pubs may serve excellent beer on a regular basis, but unless 
we get recommendations about the beer quality in them they may get 
overlooked. Of course, some of these inner-suburb pubs do appear in the 
GBG, but there could be others that also warrant selection.

So why not get slightly off the beaten track now and again and take 
a walk to some pubs just away from the central area. Or if the walk is a 
little too far, catch a bus and walk back towards the centre. It is downhill 
that way from most areas!

In the last edition of Pints West, Duncan Shine provided an excellent 
round-up of ten pubs in the Kingsdown area, which is only a short walk 
from the city centre. The pubs Duncan described were the Hare on 
the Hill, Hillgrove Porter Stores, Kingsdown Wine Vaults, Cotham 
Porter Stores, Green Man, Highbury Vaults, Beerd Craft Beer & 
Pizza, White Bear, Robin Hood and Colston Arms. All are worth 
trying out.

If you walk either way from the Kingsdown area you will come to 
either Clifton or Stokes Croft, two contrasting areas, both of which boast 
a good selection of real ale pubs. Or for the Clifton area you could take 
a bus from College Green, stroll around the area and walk downhill back 
to the city centre. Stokes Croft is an easy walk from Kingsdown or the 
Haymarket roundabout, or you could take a bus up Gloucester Road and 
walk back down visiting a number of good pubs on the way.

Clifton is, of course, worth a visit for a number of reasons. Why not 
take visiting friends or family to see the Suspension Bridge followed 
by a tour of some local pubs? Close to the Suspension Bridge on 
Wellington Terrace is the Portcullis, a Dawkins pub serving a couple 
of Dawkins beers plus three guest ales and a traditional cider. And if 
you or friends and family do like traditional cider, not far away from 
the bridge on Sion Place is the Coronation Tap, Bristol’s most famous 
cider pub dating back to the early 19th century. Walking from the bridge 
into Clifton village there are a number of (sometimes reassuringly 
expensive) drinking establishments. Worth trying in this area are the 
Nettle and Rye on Kings Road which was refurbished last year and 
where half a dozen real ales are now normally available (along with 
traditional ciders and numerous keg beers). It is run by the same people 
who run the popular Famous Royal Navy Volunteer on King Street, and 
operates the same policy of unmarked pump clips with all cask beers, 
keg beers and ciders available listed on boards alongside the bar. There 
is also the nearby Albion off Boyces Avenue which recently reopened 
and is owned by St Austell brewery. There are a few other pubs you 
could try around here, or you could head across the attractive Victoria 
Square and along Clifton Road towards the popular Lansdown where 
there usually six top-notch real ales on offer from South West breweries. 
From here it is not too far to the recently reopened White Rabbit 
on Gordon Road (whose many previous names included Richmond 
Spring) with four real ales including local ones from the likes of Good 
Chemistry and New Bristol Brewery, plus good pizzas; and to the Eldon 
House on Lower Clifton Hill which offers four or five beers including 
ones from Bath Ales and Bristol Beer Factory; and to the Quinton 
House on Park Place near the top of Park Street where there are usually 
four real ales and two real ciders available. It’s a short downhill walk 
back to the city centre from here.

If you decide to stay around the Whiteladies Road area there are 
several excellent pubs worth visiting. These include the Penny opposite 
Clifton Down railway station and the Brewhouse & Kitchen just 
around the corner on Cotham Hill. The Penny is owned by Wadworth, 
but serves a couple of guest ales in addition to several Wadworth beers, 

whilst at the Brewhouse & Kitchen beer is supplied from the on-site 
brewery. Just down Whiteladies Road from the Penny is the modern 
Wetherspoon pub the WG Grace, and the Vittoria which usually has 
two or three real ales on the bar. Another Dawkins pub, the Victoria, is 
not far away, next to Clifton Lido on Southleigh Road. This pub usually 
has several guest ales and a changing real cider.

If you fancy trying out some pubs in the cosmopolitan Stokes Croft 
area after touring a few Kingsdown pubs just walk a short distance down 
the hill from the Hare on the Hill on Dove Street and you will come to 
Stokes Croft. Turn left and just past the traffic lights on the opposite 
side of the road is the Pipe and Slippers, a sister pub of the Lazy Dog 
in Ashley Down and the Windmill in Bedminster. Three real ales are 
normally on offer. You can then take a leisurely walk downhill to the 
city centre, visiting firstly the Crofters Rights on Stokes Croft. This 
is another pub where it is not immediately obvious which are keg and 
which are cask beers, but the clue is that the five changing cask beers 
are dispensed from the wooden tap handles. A number of real ciders are 
also available and there is often live music in the room at the rear. Cross 
the road and carry on down to the Canteen, part of Hamilton House 
cultural and community centre. The bar is aptly named as it has plywood 
tables and steel tube chairs. Five changing locally sourced real ales and 
three real ciders are sold and the good value food is also locally sourced. 
There is regular live music later in the evenings on the stage in the bar. 
Afterwards cross the road and walk along Jamaica Street, turn right 
onto Hillgrove Street, to find the Bell, an eclectic Butcombe-owned 
traditional pub, serving four real ales. From here it is a short walk back 
down the A38 to Haymarket, or you could take a short detour across the 
A38 and down Upper York Street towards the Surrey Vaults, situated 
between two Georgian squares, Brunswick Square and Portland Square. 
Three real ales are usually on offer in this small traditional pub which 
only a short walk from the main bus station.

All pubs mentioned above are featured on WhatPub, CAMRA’s 
national pub guide (web site address whatpub.com). Some may have 
later opening times than normal so it is worth checking opening times 
on the site.

If you are a CAMRA member, whilst you are visiting these pubs it 
would be helpful for the Good Beer Guide selection process if you could 
score your beers. It is easy to do if you log into WhatPub with your 
membership number. You can do this either in the pub on a smartphone 
or on your computer when you get home. 

As a reminder the scoring categories are:
0.  No cask ale available.
1.  Poor. Beer is anything from barely drinkable to drinkable with 
considerable reluctance. You may have been unlucky and were 
served the last pint in the barrel. If the beer is exchanged without 
a problem and taken off sale you may use your discretion and not 
score the beer at all.
2.  Average. Beer doesn’t inspire in any way. It is drinkable, but 
you may decide to try a different beer in the pub or move on to 
another pub.
3.  Good. Good beer in good form. You may cancel plans to 
move to the next pub. You want to stay for another pint and may 
visit this pub again.
4.  Very Good. Excellent beer in excellent condition. You will 
probably want another one so you stay put!
5.  Perfect. Probably the best you are ever likely to find. This may 
be difficult to assess and a seasoned drinker will award this score 
very rarely.

You also have the option to use half points if your opinion of the 
beer falls between two categories, and remember that you should base 
your score on the quality of the beer, not whether it is a particular beer 
or beer style which you prefer. 

Enjoy your strolls around Bristol’s inner suburbs and in the next 
issue of Pints West I will feature some pubs in the south and east Bristol 
suburbs.

Martin Gray

Strolling around the inner suburbs of Bristol
Part 1: Clifton and Stokes Croft

2017 is only a few months away and as usual CAMRA will be 
launching the latest (and 44th) edition of its ever-popular Good Beer 
Guide, the only properly and independently researched guide to the 

best pubs for real ale and cider in the UK, in September. A huge amount of 
legwork and dedication is put in by unpaid volunteers across the country in 
making sure that only the best ale pubs make it into this prestigious guide. 

The book aims to identify the best 4,500 pubs in Britain, including our 
allocation of 63 chosen by the local Bristol & District branch (covering 
Bristol and parts of South Gloucestershire and North Somerset). Those 63 
were the subject of many visits and much debate amongst local members 
over the last 12 months, and many more pubs were nominated than we 
have space for. Bristol has seen a massive increase in the number of 
quality beer outlets in recent years which means that some very good 
ones unfortunately had to be left out again. A place in the guide is much 
sought after by all licensees who are serious about keeping real ale, so 
commiserations to those pubs that are not included. It doesn’t mean that 
you don’t sell good quality beer, it’s just that we are very restricted on 
numbers of pubs that can be included. 

Nobody who enjoys a quality pint of ale should be without this book – 
especially if you plan to travel around the UK on business or for pleasure. 
The guide will steer you towards the pubs with the best quality beer in that 
area (and you could always try other pubs nearby as well and, if a CAMRA 
member, score the beer you drink via whatpub.com, which local CAMRA 
branches use as part of the selection criteria for inclusion in the guide). 
The guide also makes an ideal Christmas or birthday present for anyone 

who enjoys a pint. Even if you 
bought the guide last year, the ever-
changing pub industry means that a 
significant amount of it will now be 
out of date. In our own area around 
25% of the pubs featured this year 
will be different from last year, and 
a similar story is likely to be true in 
most other areas too.  

In addition the Good Beer 
Guide aims to list all known real ale breweries and their regular beers (many 
thousands). The majority of these will also have tasting notes supplied to 
steer you towards your style of beer – it can be bewildering to see a large 
bank of handpumps and have no idea which one is for you. This list also 
comes in handy at beer festivals or when buying beers in an off license 
or supermarket. There are also always numerous interesting beer-related 
articles to read. 

The Good Beer Guide 2017 will be launched locally on Friday 
September 16th at the Lime Kiln in St George’s Road, Bristol, where we are 
offering you the chance to buy it in person from some of the volunteers who 
helped write it. The event will run from 12 noon to 7pm. Last year we sold 
around 70 copies on the day. The Lime Kiln is a cosy city-centre free house 
situated directly behind City Hall on College Green, and was previously 
called the Horse & Groom. The pub reopened in May 2015 under its new 
name and is in the safe hands of Paul Wratten who was formerly landlord 
of the ever-popular Seven Stars. There are usually six cask ales of a variety 
of styles available together with at least two traditional ciders. The beers 
change regularly and are normally from breweries, new and established, 
seldom seen in Bristol, although local beers are sometimes seen on the bar. 
Beer prices are very competitive for the city centre and a CAMRA member 
discount is given. No food is served but you are welcome to bring your own.

We look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the launch 
event. However, if you cannot make it, the book will also be available in 
main bookshops, or online from CAMRA.

Martin Gray 
(GBG co-ordinator, Bristol & District CAMRA)

Good Beer Guide 
2017 launch

First chance to buy – the Good Beer Guide 2017 
will be launched locally on Friday September 16th at 
the Lime Kiln in St George’s Road in central Bristol. 
The cover price is £15.99 but for this day only it will 
be available at the bargain price of £13, or just £10 to 
card-carrying CAMRA members.

ISBN 9781852493349 

CAMRA Member Price £7.99
(RRP £9.99)

Look for this book at 
WWW.CAMRA.ORG.UK/SHOP 

* All orders through the CAMRA Shop are subject to standard postage and packaging costs.  
Full details can be found at https://shop.camra.org.uk/books/yorkshire-pub-walks.html 

All prices correct at time of publication but are subject to change.

New for August 
from CAMRA Books!

l Definitive guide to pubs with
   features of historic importance
l 260 main and
   75 subsidiary entries
l Special features on regional
   identity, aspects of pub
   development, etc.
l Comprehensively revised
   from 2013 edition
l Over 500 top-quality
   new photographs The new edition of the Pub Heritage Group book, Britain’s Best 

Real Heritage Pubs, is out now. Published by CAMRA Books, 
this definitive listing is the result of 25 years’ research by 

CAMRA to discover pubs that are either unaltered in 70 years or have 
features of truly national historic importance. 

Comprehensively revised from the 2013 edition, the book boasts 
updated information and over 500 top-quality new photographs. Among 
the 260 pubs, there are unspoilt country locals, Victorian drinking 
palaces and mighty roadhouses. The book has features describing how 
the pub developed, what’s distinctive about pubs in different parts of 
the country, how people a century ago could expect to be served drinks 
at their table, and how they used the pub for take-out sales in the pre-
supermarket era. 

There is a bonus listing of 75 pubs that, while not quite meeting 
CAMRA’s national criteria, will still thrill visitors with their historic 
ambience.

Britain’s Best Real 
Heritage Pubs

New edition out now
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Readers are welcome to send
letters to the Pints West Editor 

Steve.Plumridge.PintsWest@gmail.com
Steve Plumridge,

Garden Flat, 6 Royal York Villas,
Clifton, Bristol BS8 4JR

Readers’ Letters

Cash register handpumps and 
Britain’s best heritage pubs

Vince Murray’s splendid article on bus 
service 19 in the last Pints West made good 
mention of the Old Crown at Kelston, but 
failed to draw attention to its claim to beery 
fame, namely the fact that this pub has what 
were until recently were the only known 
cash register handpumps in regular use in the 
UK (they were joined in January 2016 by a 
renovated set being installed in a micropub, 
the Freed Man in Walmer, Kent). 

The publication to purchase, if you 
have an interest in pubs as architecture, is 
Britain’s Best Real Heritage Pubs by Geoff 
Brandwood, published by CAMRA and sold 
for the ridiculously low price of £9.99 or £7.99 
if you’re a CAMRA member. This must be 
one of the few CAMRA publications that is 
“almost solely concerned with the internal 
historic fabric of pubs – not with qualities 
of atmosphere, friendliness or even the 
availability of real ale”. It does, however, show 
a pint of beer symbol against a pub if it serves 
a “proper” pint, and most do. 

There are 270 on the list so they are thinly 
scattered across the UK and I have only had 
a drink in 66 so far. To give you an idea, the 
guide only lists three in Gloucestershire and 
Bristol, two in Hampshire, two in Dorset, 
and several counties have no more than one. 
The big cities such as London, Manchester, 
Liverpool and Edinburgh go some way in 
restoring the average. 

To walk into one of these pubs can be like 
stepping back a hundred years! I look forward 
to “ticking off” a few more in the months and 
years to come. I think all this started in the 
late 1970s when a couple of good friends and 
I succeeded in enjoying (usually!) a drink in 
every one of Bristol’s 440 or so pubs (no, not 
in the same night!). What an education that 
was (well, it taught me a lesson) but I can’t 
say it would now hold the same attraction as 

visiting pubs on the CAMRA Heritage List. 
I would heartily recommend this guide, 

and don’t forget that the number of 270 pubs 
that the guide lists can never increase – but 
it can, and does, decrease from year to year. 
So go and visit one soon! What about the 
Berkeley Arms at Purton for a start? It closes 
for five months every winter, but it’s open 
now!

Yours sincerely, 
David Bath
(by email).

Football and cask ale
With the new football season underway 

and buoyed by Bristol City’s 2–1 win over 
Wigan Athletic on the opening day of the 
season, may I use your pages to commend 
Bristol City Football Club for their embracing 
of traditional cask ale at the newly rebuilt 
Ashton Gate? 

For too long football being the exclusive 
domain of lager and factory cider, as well 
as Butcombe being available at all the 
concessions at the ground, City have opened 
an exclusive ‘Real Ale Bar’ in the concourse 
beneath the Dolman and South stands. Four 
ales are on offer, drawn from the cask: 
Butcombe Bitter, Butcombe Gold, Butcombe 
Rare Breed & a guest ale. Great stuff – Bristol 
City are to be applauded.

Yours faithfully,
John Yeo,
Bowlish, Somerset.

The John Gatty letter
Hey ho! Here I go again putting fingers to 

keys (yes I have progressed from one finger) 
in the hope that the editor will see fit to once 
more print my endeavour.

I must start with a moan (OK, I can hear 
you say, what’s new?). Any rate, ‘management’ 
and I had some business in Gloucester, so went 
into a well known chain pub for a meal and 
the ‘family from hell’ were in there. Seven 
children, climbing over and under the table, 
chasing around, so I asked the waitress if this 
was the done thing in Gloucester, to dump kids 
in a pub and breeze off (there were no adults in 
site). After about 20 to 30 minutes, two women 
and a man appeared from around a corner of 
the pub, filled two pushchairs with kids, and 
walked out. I reckon in 15 years’ time we 
shall be overrun with hooligans, and I bet they 
won’t be drinking real ale.

Mind you, a few days later the ‘Thornbury 
Quaffers’ had our usual monthly trip to the 
Horseshoe in Chipping Sodbury where we 
had our usual friendly welcome from Gill and 
Dave, and had a good pint served us. So my 
faith in pubs was restored.

If you could be interested, I am chairman, 
of the Bristol Branch National Service (RAF) 
Association who meet monthly, usually at 
the Portcullis, Staple Hill, but we do have 
away days. One of these is to the Patchway 
Sports Club where they serve a decent pint. 
Another was at the White Horse, Buckover, 
a Brains pub where they serve a good pint of 
Reverend James, which must be one of my 
favourite tipples. (‘Management’ seems to 
think I spend all my time visiting pubs. I did 
suggest installing a bar with a handpump in 
our lounge, but got a “you must be joking”.)

I attended a wedding in a hotel in 
Cheltenham, where one of my grandsons 

married a lovely young lady. Oh no, another 
moan! This hotel served a decent pint of 
Stroud Budding and Wickwar Cotswold Way. 
On the morning of the wedding I ordered a 
pint of Budding from a young barmaid and 
asked the usual question, “Has it been pulled 
through?”, only to get a blank look and the 
question, “What do you mean?” When I 
explained she replied, “I only started here last 
week, and this is my first time behind the bar.” 
Why on earth would a ‘high class hotel’ not 
give instructions to anyone serving behind a 
bar on the rudimentary way to serve a drink. 
The mind boggles.

I took the opportunity, whilst in 
Cheltenham, to visit the Beehive to have a 
chat with Belinda (Steve Herbert’s widow). 
She was looking well after the death of Steve, 
and was pleased to see one of the ‘Quaffers’ 
visiting her.

I paid a visit to the Boars Head, Aust, to 
have a meal with two very good friends and, 
chatting with the landlord who had just taken 
over, he impressed me with his plans for the 
future. So it’s in the diary to pay another visit 
PDQ (who knows what that means?).

After a funeral at Westerleigh I paid a visit 
to the New Inn. They only had one beer on, 
Doom Bar – not one of my favourites, but it 
was well kept. Whilst sitting supping, a lady 
I hadn’t seen for many years came over to 
speak, telling me she always gets a copy of 
Pints West to read my letter. If my popularity 
keeps growing, the Ed will have to increase the 
quantity printed. Wow!

I attended the Wheatsheaf in Thornbury’s 
cider festival in May and found that Westons 
Family Cider was to my liking. Russell put on 
another good event, although there were not so 
many ciders on as had been in the past.

Another pub I visited with friends (yep, I 
have quite a few friends – don’t know about 
enemies though) was the Drum & Monkey at 
Kenn, where they also served a good pint.

Early in July Thornbury have a carnival 
day, which I always attend, and this year 
Brains had a beer tent and the beer was superb. 
I started on the Reverend James and then 
went onto the Dark. The weather was fine, not 
wet at all – that was outside, inside me was 
different.

As my fingers are starting to ache, I’ll call 
this effort to a close by mentioning the Weston 
Beer Festival which eight of us ‘Quaffers’ 
attended on the Saturday. The weather was 
grand, and so was the beer. They had 35 ales 
on offer, with a reasonable selection for all 
tastes. The only grouse I have was this year, 
for the first time, they had disco ‘musac’ 
– yeah, that’s right, no one in their right 
minds can call it music. Yet another moan. 
I have a large medal, presented to me by 
‘Management’, which reads “Miserable Old 
Sod”. That’s me folks!

Toodle pip.
John Gatty,
Thornbury. 

Solution to the crossword on page 25

Across: 1 Malted, 4 Goodbody, 10 Dorothy, 11 Dead 
Sea, 12 On her terms, 13 West, 15 Sistrum, 17 Illness, 
19 Swansea, 21 Easy job, 23 Bass, 24 Specialise, 
27 Ablates, 28 Serving, 29 Test beer, 30 Adages.  
Down: 1 Madhouses, 2 Lurches, 3 Enterprise, 5 
Old Empire, 6 Dram, 7 Obscene, 8 Yeast, 9 Byte, 
14 Ill-starred, 16 Meat paste, 18 Submerges, 20 
Ansells, 22 Joining, 23 Beast, 25 Cask, 26 Stab.
Following the long-awaited opening of their tap room at the Left 

Handed Giant (LHG) premises in St Philips, Bristol, earlier this 
year over the May Day bank holiday weekend – which coincided 

with the inaugural East Bristol Brewery Trail – the tap room has now 
become a welcome addition to the local beer scene. As well as providing 
an opportunity to sample the full range of LHG beers, with up to nine 
of them on tap, there is also a selection of bottled and canned beers in 
the fridge. Wine is also available as well as soft drinks and coffee from 
Clifton Coffee. Food is limited to good value toasties, with street food 
occasionally provided in the courtyard outside.

In addition to enjoying a fine beverage, you can also have a game 
of table tennis or play some basketball, there being a hoop attached to 
a pallet on a forklift, the height of which can be adjusted to suit that of 
those trying to emulate the Harlem Globetrotters.

The opening hours have now been extended to Thursday and Friday 
5pm to 9pm, and Saturday 12 noon to 5pm.

Recently there has been a welcome return for Flat White, an 8.6% 
ABV imperial coffee stout brewed in collaboration with Arbor Ales.  
There are two versions to sample, Thunguri and Veracruz, named after 
the coffee used.  Beer and coffee – what’s not to like?

At the time of writing August bank holiday weekend is expected be 
a busy time for LHG as, not only will they be at the Cardiff Brewfest, 

News of the Left Handed Giant

they will also be participating in the second East Bristol Brewery Trail 
to mark the opening of Bristol Beer Week. Centred around the start of 
the Bristol to Bath cycle path, in the area between Temple Meads and 
Lawrence Hill stations, this also features Good Chemistry and Moor in 
St Philips, and Arbor Ales and Dawkins in Easton. LHG are also really 
looking forward to participating in the first Bristol Craft Beer Festival 
during the closing weekend of Bristol Beer Week.

Dave Graham

Has it really been only a year since Good 
Chemistry Brewing moved into their premises 
in St Philips that we’ve come to know and 

love?  It must have been, as mid-August saw Bob Cary 
and Kelly Sidgwick open the doors of GCHQ for their 
first birthday party, which was just as popular and 
well-attended as the days earlier in the year when the 
brewery hosted open days for the East Bristol Brewery 
Trail and for their ‘Glastonbury at GCHQ’ weekend.

At the time of writing, a repeat of the East Bristol Brewery Trail, 
organised by Good Chemistry’s own Kelly, was to take place over the 
August Bank Holiday weekend as part of Bristol Beer Week. GCHQ 
was also planning to host a couple of evenings of academic talks on 
beer-related research.

Recent months have seen the launch of a number of new brews, 
including:
Morello Theory – a dark, cherry, slightly-sour beer that was aged on 
60kg of Morello cherries and fermented with Belgian yeasts;
Business Casual – a refreshing, saison-type beer brewed using 
Hallertau Blanc hops;
Field Work – a 5.1% saison brewed using lager malt, best ale malt, 
wheat and rye;
Redstart Rye – a malty beer with a spicy rye edge and plenty of hops;
Solar Impulse – an easy-drinking summer beer with plenty of 
refreshing hoppiness from the American hops.

Away from the brewery, Good Chemistry were the chosen brewers 
for the Tobacco Factory’s inaugural tap takeover in July (pictured 

Good Chemistry - one year on

above), with its success leading to hope that this will not be a one-off 
event (especially to those of us who live in the BS3 area).

Good Chemistry’s distinctive and delicious range of cask, keg and 
bottled ales are appearing in an increasing number of pubs, bars and 
bottle shops across Bristol and Bath, and their even more distinctive 
logos and artwork mean that it’s impossible not to recognise a Good 
Chemistry beer when you see it. Stephen Edmonds

é Scenes from Good Chemistry’s first birthday party é
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Some breweries arrive in a garage or a converted 
bathroom, and are run by enthusiastic amateurs taking 
a punt on turning their hobby into a living. Others 

come fully formed, shaped by the minds of experienced 
professionals who attract serious attention from confident 
backers. Lost & Grounded is one of the latter. 

Owner Alex Troncoso began brewing at Little Creatures, the first big-
league new-wave brewery in his native Australia and makers of the iconic 
Little Creatures Pale Ale, which introduced the rest of the world to the 
Galaxy hop. He came to the UK to be brewing director at the recent AB 
InBev acquisition, London’s Camden Town, and has moved on to Bristol 
because it is a much nicer city with an equally vibrant beer culture. 

Commentators on the modern beer scene are getting concern that many 
new breweries are led by brewers who have yet to learn their trade. Not so 
at Lost & Grounded, where the actual beer making is performed by Stuart 
Howe, latterly of Butcombe and before that the technical creative behind 
Sharp’s of Cornwall – in the days before Doom Bar meant what it says 
on the pump clip. His two understudies have pedigree too, Marc Muraz-
Dulaurier having worked at Liverpool’s super-imaginative Mad Hatter 
brewery and Catherine Bate at the gorgeous Flowerpots Inn brewpub in 
Hampshire.  

In CAMRA’s early days, Bristol led the way by hosting the first 
wave of new small real ale producers, like Mendip, Nailsea, Butcombe, Berrows and Smiles. 

Forty years on, the city is once again at the forefront of a 
beer revolution, with Lost & Grounded joining a growing 
number of producers of live beers that condition in sealed 
containers rather than open casks.   

The city already has cask- and bottle-conditioned ale 
brewer Moor leading the way in can-conditioned brews; 
Zerodegrees has made CAMRA-approved ‘real ale in the 
tank’ for a dozen years; and many of our 20+ city-based and 
dozen or so rural-based newer brewers playing with the use 
of KeyKegs and the like.  

Lost & Grounded, due to open as we went to press, will 
be the first to condition beers in the steel keg.  

The product range will start with three such keg-
conditioned ales, all of Belgian intent, fermented by 
Belgian yeast – a 4.4% “farmhouse ale” Hop-Hand Fallacy 
with dabs of coriander and dried peel and fermentation 
by a Belgian ale yeast; 6.2% hoppy red ale No Rest 
For Dancers; and a bold 8.8% tripel called Apophinia. 
All should have around 0.5 million live yeast cells per 
millilitre, which compares to a more typical 1.5 to 2.0 live 
yeast cells per millilitre in bottled, canned or most modern 
cask ales but makes them a long way off fine-filtered.  

They will also make two unfiltered lagers – a hazy blond 4.8% Keller Pils and light amber 
5.2% Running With Sceptres – each of which has potential down the line to 
be made by decoction mashing with cold-conditioning, the twin techniques 
that create those Czech and Bavarian-style lagers that taste special.  

Their warehouse, on a feeder road through one of Brislington’s 
faceless trading estates, will not win architectural awards but the pre-
modelled brewery within it is impressive. Constructed to a bespoke design 
by the German firm Krones and capable of hitting 30,000 hectolitres per 
annum before they need to expand, it already has a few fellow brewers 
envious. They even have a lactic acid generator to play with, of a type 
used by some German breweries to dry or acidify beer to a Reinheitsgebot-
acceptable standard.  

Expect the range to morph, elaborately if needs be, before it settles.  
Bottling will likely happen at some point but racking into casks looks 
likely to be limited to occasional one-off specials, with none planned as 
yet. The absence of cask will disappoint some, but with so many brewers 
and an increasing number of cider brands now vying for limited handpump 
space on bars and few producers managing to nail down a permanent 
presence in more than a handful of outlets, they’ve decided not to pitch at 
such a crowded market. Expect instead to see Lost & Grounded popping 
up among the industrial brand fonts and, with luck, replacing them.  

What L&G would love to see within the next year or two is a solid 
regional base from which to build. From the consumer viewpoint it would 
also be good to see a range of beers that are outstanding in their own terms 
but look normal enough to coax brand name lager drinkers out into the 
new world.  

Time will tell.  
Tim Webb

Grounded for sure but no losers

Man & machine: Alex Troncoso and 
natural lactic acidification vessel

Four brewers: (from left to right) Stuart Howe, 
Marc Muraz-Dulaurier, Catherine Bate and Alex Troncoso

Lost and Grounded has arrived 
with some serious kit

If blond lager is so bad, how come it took over 
the world? A visit to the source may help you 
understand.  
The forerunner to today’s industrial lagers was an elegant 

masterpiece made to look simple. To create top-rate blond lager a 
brewer needs to take a mash of 100% lightly kilned barley malt and put 
it through triple decoction – draining the wort off and recycling it back 
through the tun, three times. After hopping, this intense liquid should be 
fermented below room temperature for a week or more then allowed to 
condition in sealed vessels at around 2oC for three months.  

When made in the traditional way, even the most ardent cask drinker 
will get the excellence of this beer. Sadly the brewery bean-counter 
will not, leading most brewers to substitute simpler sugars and employ 
production methods that can knock out a lager-lookalike in under a 
week.  

In Prague real lager is starting to fight back, with more and more 
pubs serving perfectly made světly ležák 12o – literally ‘draught pale’ 
– in a heavily-faceted, thick-glassed half-litre pull, from the country’s 
growing number of more careful brewers, like Únětický, Dalešicé, 
Koutský, Hendrych and Kácov, or the local version of Pilsner Urquell or 
Budweiser (Budejovické).  

There are ales too, from top micros like Matuška, Nomad, Antoš, 
Clock, Permon, Raven and Falkon among many others.  

Prague is beautiful, well preserved and does great views. The Czech 
language is as impenetrable as the unendingly awful, deadpan Czech 
sense of humour. The Charles Bridge (Karlův Most) is an essential 
night-time visit. The rest will reward a desire to discover.   

Need to know
There are 32 Koruna (Kr) to the pound, and falling. Expect to pay 

Kr 40 for 50cl of 4% ABV (10o) lager, or Kr 50 for one of 5% (12o). 
Ales are mostly stronger and cost 25 to 50% more.  

Prague has a draught beer and pub culture not unlike the UK, though 
the most interesting beers are bottled. The web site ratebeer.com lists 
100+ bars, restaurants and brewpubs in the city, or download Max 
Bahnson’s irreverently brilliant Prague: A Pisshead’s Pub Guide (2nd 
edition 2015).  

My favourite haunts include:  
U Kunštátů (3 Řetězová – open daily from 15.00 to 23.00) is a 
courtyard bar just off tourist central, with 80+ bottled Czech beers, 
regular tastings and a vaulted Romanesque cellar.  

U Fleků (11 Křemencova – open daily from 09.00 to 23.00) is an up-
priced, iconic 500-year-old granite brewpub serving a single but superb 
4.4% ABV dark lager, unaltered in a century.  

Pivovarský Klub (17 Křižíkova – open daily from 11.00 to 23.30) is 
the original, new-breed, light wood and chatter, international beer bar near 
Florenc metro, with six to eight rarer finds on draught.  

Zlý Časy (5 Čestmírova – open Monday to Friday from 14.00, Saturday 
and Sunday from 17.00) is a cellar bar behind Vršovice train station, near 
Náměstí Bratří Synků tram interchange. It has loads of draught and bottled 
beers, two new rooms and a weekday-only beer shop.  

Strahov abbey (301 Strahovské Nádvoří – open daily from 10.00 to 
22.00) is the best of Prague’s 30 brewpub-restaurants, behind the shops 
opposite tram stop Pohořelec (lines 22 and 36 from Malostranská). 

 
Travel tips
Flights

Easyjet flies Bristol to Prague four times weekly. Prague airport to 
the centre is 15 kilometres. Taxis cost around Kr 600, or bus 119 goes to 
Nádraží Veleslavín to join the fast and reliable three-line metro system. 
Citywide trams and buses go everywhere; combined 24- and 72-hour 
tickets are available at the airport or in metro stations.  

Hotels
The centre is pricier, less beery and afflicted by stag parties at 

weekends. Best value is one to two kilometres from the centre, ideally 
near a metro or tram. The castle side of the river is prettier, the town 
side livelier. Rooms can be found from £30 a night (homely), £50 
(comfortable), and £80 (splurge).  

Food 
Food is not pretty and rarely vegetarian. Think German pork, cabbage 

and portions, with mid-European stews, cremated game, potatoes 
and dumplings. For better cooking and own beers, try Nota Bene (4 
Mikovcova – shut Sundays) near IP 
Pavlova; or for typical food plus a 
few great beers 2+KK (13 Náměstí 
Miru – open daily from 11.00 to 
24.00), next to Náměstí Miru metro. 

Tim Webb

Tim Webb co-writes The World 
Atlas of Beer with Canadian author 
Stephen Beaumont. The second 
edition appears in September 2016 
(Octopus: £25.00) in UK and North 
American editions. He lives in Clifton 
and relies increasingly on Bristol 
Airport to keep up with the world’s 
rapidly evolving beer cultures. 
(Photo of Tim Webb by Andres Teiss.)

Going for a beer in Prague
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The Revitalisation Project is a major review of CAMRA’s purpose, 
focus and strategy intended to ensure that the Campaign remains 
relevant in a fast-changing environment. It is considering key 

questions such as who should CAMRA represent – only real ale 
drinkers, or maybe all pub users regardless of what they drink? 

As well as a member survey, consultation events have been taking 
place around the country including one on Saturday 23rd July (pictured) 

CAMRA Revitalisation Project
at the Hen & Chicken in Bedminster, Bristol. This was an interesting 
afternoon that was attended by around 80 CAMRA members from our 
branch area and beyond. It consisted of a presentation followed by a 
discussion on CAMRA’s future purpose and structure, during which it 
was clear that members hold a range of views on some issues. 

More information on the Revitalisation Project is available at www.
camra.org.uk/revitalisation. Richard Brooks

Thirty years ago Exmoor Ales (then the Golden Hill brewery), 
created a special one-off beer to celebrate its 1,000th brew. 
That beer was Exmoor Gold and it has been brewed ever since, 

winning many awards on the way and it has now become the company’s 
flagship brew. 

In a move that was rare for its time, it only used one variety of 
malted barley, and as a consequence the beer was bright gold in colour 
and stood out from the many copper- and bronze-coloured beers that 
ruled the bar-top. 

Nobody at the brewery knew that this gleaming beer was starting 
a new beer style, ‘golden ale’, which has since been replicated in 
hundreds of brew houses up and down the country. 

“Its appeal is that it has always had great drinkability,” says Exmoor 
Ales’ managing director Jonathan Price. “There’s also its golden 
colour, which in the beginning helped with converting lager drinkers. 
It has also been known nationally almost since its start and as the well 
acknowledged first golden ale it stands out from the crowd of other 
golden beers.”

World-renowned beer writer Roger Protz is also a firm fan of the 
beer, having acknowledged this his best-selling 300 Beers To Try Before 
You Die! 

“It was the early 1990s and I was editing What’s Brewing,” he 
recalls. “I was at the printers in Bicester and went for a quick lunch in a 
pub where I had Exmoor Gold sitting in the garden. I was astounded by 
its rich aroma and palate – juicy malt, lemon fruit, earthy Fuggles and 
peppery Goldings. It was wonderfully refreshing and only my extreme 
professionalism tore me away from the pub and back to the proofs.

“It was – to use the modern jargon – a game changer, one of a tiny 
handful of golden ales that attracted younger drinkers away from mass-
marketed lagers to the delights of ale bursting with rich and pungent hop 
character. Just about every brewer has a golden ale in their locker, but 
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Thirty years ago Exmoor Ales (then called Golden Hill), 
created a special one-off beer to celebrate its 1000th brew. 
That beer was Exmoor Gold and it has been brewed ever 
since, winning many of awards on the way and it has now 
become the company’s flagship.  
 
In a move that was rare for its time, it only used one variety of 
malted barley, and as a consequence the beer was bright gold 

Exmoor Gold is 30!
The golden ale that started a trend and made beer history celebrated its 
30th birthday in July with the brewery’s 10,000th brew.

Exmoor Gold helped revive and boost the 
cask ale sector and made it attractive to a 
new generation of drinkers.”

As well as being a firm favourite with 
beer-lovers, both at home and in the pub, Exmoor Gold has also been 
a serial award-winner; its latest accolade came in 2015 when it landed 
a prize in CAMRA’s Southwest Regional Champion Beer of Britain 
competition. This award was particularly sweet as it occurred just as the 
brewery moved into its new home some 50 yards from its original site 
where brewing began in 1980. 

“Wiveliscombe has always been an integral part of Exmoor Ales,” 
says Price, who bought the brewery in 2006. “When we realised that we 
had to move from our site at the old brewery on the hill, remaining in 
Wiveliscombe was terribly important, even though shifting to industrial 
estates in other parts of the county were much cheaper. When the 
opportunity came four years ago to purchase a good factory site some 
50 yards from the brewery, it had to be taken and in 2014 the big step 
to invest in the new brewery began. Altogether around £1.5m has been 
invested. It’s wonderful to be associated with the brewing heritage of 
Wiveliscombe and it’s also great that our 10,000th brew is taking place 
at the same time as Gold hits 30!”

Even though Exmoor Gold is 30 years old, Price reveals that he still 
has plans for it. 

“Last year we produced a limited edition of a stronger and more 
hopped Gold in cask for the Wetherspoon’s beer festival. It was called 
Exmoor Gold Export Strength and was 5.5% as opposed to the regular 
4.5%. It was also late hopped. It was exceptionally well received and 
this summer it was to make its debut at CAMRA’s Great British Beer 
Festival. As for the future, this brand could also form the test-bed for the 
kegged and canned versions of Gold we are thinking of. Here’s to the 
next 30 years of Gold!” Adrian Tierney-Jones

Go, explore  . . .  Find odd places and rare beers

As you’ll see from the inside back cover of every Pints West, 
CAMRA branches organise a variety of trips to visit pubs on 
foot or by coach – and non-members are welcome. These offer 

opportunities to explore locally, not quite so locally and further afield, 
including mid-week minibus tours in the wider Bristol area. (Join the 
mailing list for these jaunts by following the instructions under the 
Bristol & District diary entries.) 

Of course, the independent beer explorer can arrange his/her own 
excursions; it’s worth investigating the group tickets available from 
local bus companies and rover tickets from Network Rail.

Advice for explorers
Use ‘What Pub’ (www.whatpub.com). The choice of pubs to visit 

can be made on the basis of the beers on sale (and pub opening hours!). 
Care is required, lest the navigator/planner become the butt of jokes 
for decades to come. Use a map or smartphone app, avoid long dry 
walks, have alternatives ready. For rail explorers, certain uncertainty 
about the books of stories (timetables) means that locating at least one 
pub close to the arrival or departure station, where a very decent pint is 
not unusual, is a sound idea. Here are some suggestions from my own 
experience:

Weymouth: the Dolphin
Dorchester South: the Brewhouse & Kitchen (like the one at 
Clifton Down in Bristol)
Taunton: the Plough
Cheltenham: the Midland (single pump)
Bradford-on-Avon: the Three Horsehoes

… and although there are two altitude adjustments to get to it, Graze 
adjoins the platform at Bath Spa station.

But beware, town and village pubs on midweek afternoons may look 
idyllic and entice you in.

And here are some ideas
Again, from my own experience: Frome centre is a luverly place 

reached by a riverside walk or by an up-and-over approach from the station 
which will bring you to the Three Swans and a very good Archangel! 
CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide includes the Griffin. Frome is a venue for 
hours and hours of enjoyment, but for the infrequency of trains to the right 
places.

In the spa towns of Bath and Cheltenham, a group of hostelries may be 
approached by traipsing through some shopping streets. Bath has an arc of 
inns from James Street Brewery via the Trinity, the Garrick, the Grapes, the 
Raven, the Old Green Tree (wins prizes), the Pig & Fiddle, the Bell and the 
Star. Cheltenham has sources of liquid pleasure at the far end (South) of the 
High Street before the excellent Sandford Park Alehouse and the legendary 
Cheltenham Motor Club (500 metres further on from this excellent alehouse 
– alleyway off London Road – virtually opposite Sandford Mill Road); the 
Wild Beer emporium is just off the High Street.

Weymouth is also arranged so that there is a traipsing past shops on 
the way to … the Drift in Brewers Quay, the Red Lion and the Old Rooms 
– on a warm afternoon an ice-cream is ‘de rigueur’ on this trek. There is a 
problem in Weymouth; an appetite can be assuaged by the impressive fare at 
the Handmade Pie and Alehouse, with a small sample of six ales on tap. The 
problem is – before or after? Eat well first or eat well later? Because this 
establishment is practically on the station forecourt.

Cardiff: look for the Cambrian Tap. Brains’ brews are commonly 
available. The Rummer Tavern’s provender includes venison burgers and a 
good choice of ales.

These are just some ideas for beer explorer days out. The pages of Pints 
West illustrate that there are many more. Whether you join a CAMRA-
organised tour or arrange one of your own for just you, or a group of 
friends, there’s plenty more to go explore, find odd (and not so odd) places 
and rare (and familiar) beers. Mike Watters

Chew Valley Brewery isn’t yet as famous a son of Pensford as the late 
Acker Bilk, but is establishing itself as a guest in a number of pubs 
and in bottles in many a club, farm shop and local supermarket. 

Still a relative youngster in the business, it’s now run as a one-man-
show by Dom Lowe, with help when needed from son Jon. The brewery is 
currently on the move, investigating alternative premises; in the interim the 
beers are being brewed by Dawkins, down the road in Timsbury.

The cask version is often available as a guest at the Rising Sun in 
Pensford, and has recently been on at the Darlington Arms in Redhill. 
Dom’s biggest customer for bottles is the Pig Near Bath hotel, which prides 
itself on sourcing its food and drink locally. Bottles are also to be found 
at the Druid’s Arms in Stanton Drew – appropriately, since the flagship 
best bitter is called Druid (4.6%). Alongside this there is also the more 
sessionable Pagan (3.9%). 

Featuring Pensford’s iconic viaduct on its labels, the brewery seems 
happy to remain local and small-scale. Niall Hoskin

Chew Valley Brewery
‘local and small-scale’

Harbour Festival’s loss is Zerodegrees’ specials gain. As 
Zerodegrees were not able to supply beer to the festival this year 
they were able to brew quite a few specials instead of thousands 

of litres of Pilsner. The specials included three IPAs, a Belgian ale and a 
Cherry Sour.

The latest plan is to brew two specials a month at Bristol then 
receive one special each from the other Zerodegrees branches, and vice 
versa for each of them, so offering at the bar the five core beers and up 
to five different specials a month. To facilitate the process of storing 
swapped 30-litre kegs, a new fridge has been installed at the Bristol 
branch.

The current ‘special’ special is a French Saison, brewed with 
Mandarina Bavaria German hops, lager malt and a French saison yeast. 
The brew is dry-hopped and matured for one and a half months to give a 
5.9% ABV saison more aromatic than the Belgian variety, and very dry. 
The second special is the previously brewed Mexican lager.

Planned for September are a 5.3% US-style IPA brewed with 
Columbus, Simcoe and NZ Sauvin hops, and a Steam Lager, also 
previously brewed in Bristol. October will see a Belgian Pale and a dry 
stout, for November a winter rye and a French lager, and for December 
a Christmas toffee ale.

Zerodegrees are joining the beer-in-a-can revolution with an 
interesting twist: 250 litres of Pale and 250 litres of Pilsner will have 
been processed by the Mobile Canning Machine in August. Apparently 
a big van turns up with all the systems and hardware needed to produce 
small runs of canned beer, well worth a look at for techies when it next 
turns up in our region. Roy Sanders

More specials
from 

Zerodegrees
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Fair dealon beertax now!

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and send to:
Campaign for Real Ale Ltd. 230 Hatfield Road, St.Albans, Herts AL1 4LW
Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society
To yteicoS gnidliuB ro knaBreganaM eht

Address

Postcode

Name(s) of Account Holder

Bank or Building Society Account Number

Branch Sort Code

Reference

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account.

Service User Number

FOR CAMPAIGN FOR REAL ALE LTD OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is not part of the instruction to your Bank or Building Society

Membership Number

Name

Postcode

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society
Please pay Campaign For Real Ale Limited Direct Debits from the account
detailed on this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit
Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with Campaign For Real
Ale Limited and, if so will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

Signature(s)

Date

This Guarantee should be detached
and retained by the payer.

The Direct Debit
Guarantee

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building 
societies that accept instructions to pay by Direct 
Debits.

If there are any changes to the amount, date or 
frequency of your Direct Debit The Campaign for 
Real Ale Ltd will notify you 10 working days in advance 
of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed.
If you request The Campaign for Real Ale Ltd to collect 
a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will 
be given to you at the time of the request

If an error is made in the payment of your Direct 
Debit by The Campaign for Real Ale Ltd or your bank 
or building society, you are entitled to a full and 
immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank 
or building society

- If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you 
must pay it back when The Campaign For Real Ale Ltd 
asks you to

You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply 
contacting your bank or building society.Written 
confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

9 2 6 1 2 9

Join CAMRA Today
Complete the Direct Debit form below and you will receive 15 months membership for the price 
of 12 and a fantastic discount on your membership subscription.

Alternatively you can send a cheque payable to CAMRA Ltd with your completed form, visit www.camra.org.uk/joinus or call  01727 867201. 
All forms should be addressed to the: Membership Department, CAMRA, 230 Hatfield Road, St Albans, AL1 4LW.

Your Details

Title  Surname

Forename(s)

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy)

Address

   Postcode

Email address

Tel No(s)

Partner’s Details (if Joint Membership)

Title  Surname

Forename(s)

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy)

   Direct Debit Non DD

Single Membership £24  £26

(UK & EU) 

Joint Membership      £29.50                 £31.50

(Partner at the same address)

For Young Member and other concessionary rates please visit
www.camra.org.uk or call 01727 867201.

I wish to join the Campaign for Real Ale, and agree to
abide by the Memorandum and Articles of Association

I enclose a cheque for

Signed   Date

Applications will be processed within 21 days

01/15

Campaigning for Pub Goers
& Beer Drinkers

Enjoying Real Ale
& Pubs

A Campaign of Two Halves

Join CAMRA today – www.camra.org.uk/joinus

Email address (if different from main member)

PINTS WEST (Bristol & District and 
Bath & Borders branches) - Edition 111

A number of pubs have volunteered to offer discounts on the 
price of real ale or traditional cider (or occasionally other 
things) to card-carrying members. Some examples are:

l Air Balloon, Gloucester Road North, Filton, Bristol
l Albion, Bristol Road, Portishead
l Anchor Inn, Gloucester Road, Lower Morton, Thornbury
l Annexe Inn, Seymour Road, Bishopston, Bristol
l Bank Tavern, John Street, Bristol
l Bay Horse, Lewins Mead, Broadmead, Bristol
l Bear Inn, Walliscote Road, Weston-super-Mare
l Beaufort Arms, North Road, Stoke Gifford
l Beehive, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol
l Bell, Badminton Road, Old Sodbury
l Black Castle, St Philips Causeway, Brislington, Bristol
l Bonaparte’s, Temple Meads Railway Station, Bristol (station bar)
l Brewhouse & Kitchen, Cotham Hill, Bristol
l Brit Bar, High Street, Weston-super-Mare
l Channings, Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Cider Press, Gloucester Road, Bristol
l Christmas Steps, bottom of Christmas Steps, Bristol (city centre)
l Chums, Chandos Road, Redland, Bristol
l Cornubia, Temple Street, Bristol
l Cotham Porter Stores, Cotham Road South, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Crofters Rights, Stokes Croft, Bristol
l Drapers Arms, Gloucester Road, Horfield, Bristol
l Drawbridge, St Augustines Parade, Bristol (city centre)
l Eastfield Inn, Henleaze Road, Henleaze, Bristol
l Famous Royal Navy Volunteer, King Street, Bristol
l George Hotel, Broad Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Globe Inn, Church Road, Frampton Cotterell
l Gloucester Old Spot, Kellaway Avenue, Horfield, Bristol
l Golden Guinea, Guinea Street, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Griffin, London Road, Bridgeyate, Bristol
l Gryphon, Colston Street, Bristol (just up from Colston Hall)
l Hare, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Hope & Anchor, Jacobs Wells Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Horseshoe, Downend Road, Downend, Bristol
l Horseshoe, High Street, Chipping Sodbury
l Imperial, South Parade, Weston-super-Mare
l Lamplighters, Station Road, Shirehampton

CAMRA pub discounts l Lime Kiln, St George’s Road, Bristol (behind City Hall)
l Mill House, Emerson Way, Emersons Green, Bristol
l Nettle & Rye, Kings Road, Clifton Village (formerly Hophouse)
l New Inn, Badminton Road, Mayshill
l Old Globe, East Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Old Stillage, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol
l Orchard Inn, Hanover Place, Bristol
l Organ Inn, High Street, Warminster
l Penny, Whiteladies Road, Bristol (by Clifton Down shopping centre)
l Phoenix, Champion Square, Bristol (opposite Cabot Circus)
l Poacher, High Street, Portishead
l Port of Call, York Street,Clifton, Bristol (near the Downs)
l Prince of Wales, Gloucester Road (near the Arches), Bristol
l Red Admiral, Alexandra Parade, Weston-super-Mare
l Rising Sun, Claremont Terrace, Camden, Bath
l Robert Fitzharding, Cannon Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Robin Hood, St Michael’s Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol
l Roo Bar, Whiteladies Gate, Clifton, Bristol
l Rose & Crown, High Street, Wick
l Royal Oak, High Street, Nailsea, Bristol
l Royal Oak, Lower Bristol Road, Twerton, Bath
l Sandringham, Quaker’s Road, Bromley Heath
l Seven Stars, Thomas Lane, Redcliffe, Bristol
l Shakespeare Tavern, Prince Street, Bristol
l Ship Inn, Lower Park Row, Bristol
l Ship Inn, Thornbury Road, Alveston
l Star, Bristol Road, Congresbury
l Steam Crane, North Street, Bedminster, Bristol
l Strawberry Thief, Broad Street, Bristol (Belgian beer bar)
l Surrey Vaults, Surrey Street, St Paul’s, Bristol
l Swan, High Street, Thornbury
l Talbot Inn, Bath Road, Keynsham
l Three Brooks, Bradley Stoke District Centre, Bradley Stoke
l Three Tuns, St George’s Road, Hotwells, Bristol
l Victoria, Southleigh Road, Clifton, Bristol
l Volunteer Tavern, New Street, St Judes, Bristol (near Cabot Circus)
l White Lion, Quay Head, Colston Avenue, Bristol (city centre)
l White Lion, Passage Road, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol

The details of the discounts vary from pub to pub and possibly from time 
to time. The discount is at the discretion of the pub and can be as little 
or as large as the pub feels suits their business, or may be withdrawn at 
any time without notice.
Please let us know of any additions or deletions via whatpub.com.

CAMRA Young(ish) Members
Since the last Pints West report, us young(ish) members have been 

out and about at least once a month seeing what delights the pubs of 
Bristol and District have to offer us.

In June, we undertook a walking tour of the floating harbour, 
starting at No. 1 Harbourside before heading westwards along the north 
bank of the harbour, including a stop at the Merchant’s Arms, Hotwells 

(pictured). We did just about manage to head onto Spike 
Island before the landlord of the Nova Scotia called time 
on our evening, and we pledged to finish the loop of the 
harbour later in the year.

July took us back to Bath, where we spent an evening 
at Electric Bear Brewing Company, enjoying their extensive beer 
range alongside wood-fired pizzas.

True to our word, we completed the loop of the floating harbour 
one sunny Sunday afternoon in August, by which time Wild Beer had 
opened their new site on Wapping Wharf. Although there was no cask 
ale to be had, the keg offering was well worth the visit.

It was good to see a number of young(ish) members at the Great 
British Beer Festival at Olympia in August, flying the flag for the Bristol 
and District branch on both sides of the bar, and also in the microbiology 
lab, and a good time seemed to have been had by all.

In spite of me not getting any younger, I was re-elected as 
Young(ish) Members Co-ordinator at the Bristol & District branch 
AGM in July so, if you’re signed up, you’ll still be receiving regular 
emails from me for another year. In September, we’re likely to head to 
Factoberfest at the Tobacco Factory on Friday 9th, and also to a beer 
festival in Cardiff on Saturday 24th – get in touch through the usual 
channels or watch this space for more details on these and all other 
future events.

Until next time, your young(ish) friend, Stephen Edmonds.
@youngbadales
badyoungmembercontact@gmail.com
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Severn Vale sub-branch 
diary and contact

Severn Vale CAMRA is a sub-branch of the Bristol & 
District branch. It covers roughly the area bounded by 
Thornbury in the north, Severn Beach in the south, the 
River Severn in the west and the M5 in the east.
l Fri 9th Sept: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12.30pm.
l Wed 21st Sept: Sub-branch meeting, Swan, Almondsbury, 8pm, 
followed by survey visit to another nearby pub.
l Thur 29th Sept: Visit to Combined Brewers (Severn Vale and 
Cotswold Spring breweries), Tortworth, 7.30pm to 9.30pm. Transport 
to be arranged dependent upon numbers. Contact Martin Farrimond if 
interested (07813 604248). This is the visit postponed from June.
l Fri 14th Oct: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12.30pm.
l Wed 19th Oct: Sub-branch meeting, Swan, Tockington, 8pm, 
followed by survey visit to another nearby pub.
l Fri 11th Nov: Social lunch, Horseshoe, Chipping Sodbury, 12.30pm.
l Wed 16th Nov: Sub-branch meeting, Fox, Easter Compton, 8pm, 
followed by survey visit to another nearby pub.

All are welcome to attend any of the pub visits and meetings.
For up-to-the-minute details and any changes, please check our diary 
page at www.severnvale.camrabristol.org.uk and/or email us at 
SevernValeCAMRA@gmail.com.

Weston sub-branch 
diary and contact

l Wed 28th Sept: Branch Meeting 8pm, WsM venue tbc.
l Fri 18th Nov: The Bear Inn on Walliscote Road will be holding its 
annual beer festival over the weekend of November 18th to 20th. There 
is always an interesting range of beers available at this festival and they 
will be sold at the very attractive price of £2.80 a pint. There will be 
live music on Friday and Saturday evenings from 8.30 and on Sunday 
afternoon from 3.30 to 6.00. The Weston CAMRA group will meet for 
a social gathering there on the Friday from 8pm, though some no doubt 
will be there earlier.

We do not always announce forthcoming events in Pints West or 
What’s Brewing, so for other activities please see our Facebook page or 
use the contact details below (or weston_camra@googlegroups.com if 
you are in this Google group). 
Socials contact:

Laurie Jackson – 07944 291052
WsM contact for other matters:

Mark Hirst – ogrekhirst@hotmail.com
Facebook: Campaign for Real Ale Weston-Super-Mare

Bristol & District branch 
diary and contact

l Thurs 1st Sept: Bristol Pubs Group Meeting, Ropewalk, Bedminster, 
7pm.
l Wed 7th Sept: Explorer Trip, North Bristol & Chipping Sodbury, 
depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sun 11th Sept: Explorer Trip, West Mendips, depart Cornubia 
12.30pm, arrive back around 8.30pm.
l Wed 14th Sept: Committee Meeting , Gryphon, 8pm.
l Fri 16th Sept: 2017 Good Beer Guide Launch, Lime Kiln, 12-7pm.
l Tues 20th Sept: Explorer Trip, Across City South, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
l Sat 24th Sept: BADRAG Bedminster & Harbourside Black Ale 
Trail, 12-7pm, start Robert Fitzharding.
l Wed 28th Sept: Branch Meeting 8pm, WsM venue tbc, depart 
Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Sat 1st Oct: Combined social with Bath & Borders branch, a scenic 
wander round pubs in the picturesque town of Bradford-on-Avon. Start 
at Timbrell’s Yard at 1pm, then Bear Inn (aka Ale Pie & Cider House), 
Bunch of Grapes, George at Woolley, Castle Inn and Rising Sun. 
Suggest meet at Temple Meads for 12:22 train. (Contact Bob Gibson 
bobgibsonc55@yahoo.com - mobile on the day 07452 951704.)
l Tues 4th Oct: Explorer Trip, Across City North, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
l Thurs 6th Oct: Beer Festival Organisation Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Wed 12th Oct: Committee Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Wed 19th Oct: Explorer Trip, North Somerset, depart Cornubia 
6.45pm.
l Sat 22nd Oct: BADRAG Clifton Rare Ales Trail, 12.30-7.30pm, start 
Nettle & Rye, Kings Road, Clifton.
l Wed 26th Oct: Branch Meeting, 8pm, venue tbc.
l Tues 1st Nov: Explorer Trip , West Bristol, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Thurs 3rd Nov: Pubs Group Meeting, Golden Guinea 7pm.
l Wed 9th Nov: Committee Meeting, Gryphon 8pm.
l Thurs 10th Nov: Beer Festival Organisation Meeting, Gryphon 8pm.
l Wed 16th Nov: Explorer Trip, East Bristol, depart Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Wed 23rd Nov: Branch Meeting, Gryphon, 8pm.
l Sat 26th Nov: BADRAG City Centre Stout, Porter and Rare Ales 
Trail, 12-7pm, start Hope & Anchor, Hotwells.
l Tues 29th Nov: Explorer Trip, East Mendips, dep Cornubia 6.45pm.
l Thurs 1st Dec: BADRAG Kingsdown Rare Ales Trail, 6.30-11pm, 
start Hillgrove Porter Stores, finish at the Gryphon.

Please check our website (www.camrabristol.org.uk) or sign up 
to our yahoo group for the latest information and more details on any of 
the above events, as sometimes events can change after press date – or 
email Andy Gray at camrasocials@btinternet.com for the latest 
information. Please note that any coach and brewery trips must be 
booked in advance, either by email, or in person at a branch meeting.

If you would like to receive no-obligation details of forthcoming 
Bristol & District branch events, simply go to the branch website 
(www.camrabristol.org.uk) then click on ‘Contact Us’. This takes you 
to the branch contacts page, then just click where it says ‘Click here 
to join our email news list’. It’s as easy as that. 

Andy Gray (Social Secretary) 

Bath & Borders branch
diary and contact

l Thursday 8th Sept 8.30pm: A short crawl in Westbury, stating at the 
Ludlow Arms.
l Tuesday 13th Sept 8.30pm: A mini crawl, starting at the Faulkland 
Inn and then Tuckers Grave, both Faulkland.
l Thursday 22nd Sept 8.30pm: A short crawl in Bath, starting at the 
Griffin and then on to the New Inn.
l Tuesday 27th Sept 8pm: The Branch Meeting at the Prince of Wales, 
Dilton Marsh, Wiltshire.
l Sat 1st Oct: See Bristol & District branch diary above. 
See www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk/events for further dates.
Branch socials contact: Denis Rahilly on 01225 791399 or 
07711 004501, or email denis.rahilly@talktalk.net or 
socials@bathandborderscamra.org.uk.
Contact for all non-social matters: James Honey on 01373 822794

Bristol & District CAMRA
Web:  www.camrabristol.org.uk
Twitter:  @CAMRABristol
Facebook:  Camra-Bristol-District

Bath & Borders CAMRA
Web:  www.bathandborderscamra.org.uk
Twitter:  @BathCAMRA
Facebook:  Bath-Borders-CAMRA

The Bristol & District and the Bath & Borders branches are now both 
using the CAMRA email system as the main method of communicating 
directly with members. If you are a CAMRA member please make sure 
that you provide CAMRA with your current email address. Go to www.
camra.org.uk and log in with your CAMRA membership number and 
check that your contact details (including your email address) are up to 
date and that your preferences are set to ‘Allow Email’. Thank you.

Keeping in touch with members

Update the details! 

l  LOG IN TO WHATPUB.COM using 
your CAMRA membership number and 
password.

If you don’t know your password, just pop 
to www.camra.org.uk and click the ‘forgotten 
password’ button at the top. 

If you’re not a CAMRA member, we’d love you 
to join (use the membership form in this issue or go 
to www.camra.org.uk/join), but in the meantime 
go straight to FIND THE PUB below.

l FIND THE PUB you want to update.
If you’re using a mobile device, just hit the 

‘nearby pubs’ button and the pub you’re in should 
magically appear.

l HIT ‘SUBMIT UPDATES’
On a mobile device you can just tell us what 

you want to correct in the box provided, while 
the desktop version adds some simple 
instructions to help you. Then confirm 
the updates and you’re done. (For 
non-members, there’s a link to ‘Send 
an email to the branch’ at the bottom 
of the page, so you  can update pub 
details that way.)

This is a great resource for 
drinkers across Britain, and a 
really good way to promote all the 
good real ale pubs in our area, 
not just the absolute crème de le 
crème that make the Good Beer 
Guide. So please, visit whatpub.
com and make sure we’ve got 
the details of your local spot on!

The whatpub.com website is CAMRA’s first ever on-
line pub guide. It lets you search for pubs selling real 
ale (of course), pubs that do food, or show the football, 
or any of over thirty criteria you might need to know.

Pictures, directions, handy maps, opening hours, the 
real ales and traditional ciders sold, what bus route it’s 
on. It’s all covered. For those with mobile devices, you 
can even check what pubs are open and selling good 
beer near you wherever you may be! No more guess 
work! And you too can  get involved by updating the 
details of the pubs you visit to make sure whatpub.
com remains the most up-to-date and complete on-line 
pub guide out there!

AN APPEAL FOR HELP!
Because this website is written by CAMRA 

volunteers and pub-goers like you, it is only as up to 
date as the information we receive, and that’s where 
you come in! Please do make use of whatpub.com, and 
let us know any details which need to be updated. The 
more drinkers tell us, the better and more useful resource 
whatpub.com becomes. If you use whatpub.com and 
visit a pub that is pretty much exactly as 
described, then that is because someone 
like you took a few minutes to share 
what they found with drinkers the world 
over. Now it’s your turn to repay the 
favour! Any information about any pub 
or club that sells real ale will make a 
world of difference!

HOW TO HELP . . .

Go to the pub! 
Use whatpub.com, and visit the 

pubs and clubs you find there. The 
more people visit the pub, the more 
successful they will be, and the more 
these unique pieces of our heritage will 
be preserved for future generations.

Thousands of pubs
at your fingertips!

Information 
updated by 
thousands 
of CAMRA 
volunteers

Over 96% 
of Britain’s 

real ale pubs 
featured

Created by  
CAMRA who 
produce the 

UK’s best beer 
& pub guidewhatpub.com 

Featuring over 35,000 real ale pubs

CAMRA’s on-line pub guide 
totally free to CAMRA members and non-members alike 

and written by drinkers like you!

No app 

to download

Sim
ple 

web
 si

te:

whatp
ub.co

m
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This winter we’re giving something new a 
whirl. Making it a nicer place to be when 
it’s cold outside. Want to get involved?  
Ping us over an email or pop in and say hi.

POP-UP EVENT SPACE AT N O V E M B E R  -  M A R C H

CABOT /  OLD MARKET

C H R I S T M A S  P A R T I E S

N Y E  &  B E E R F E S T S

OPEN SAT 29TH OCT R O C K S T A R SHalloween
Party

BohemiaBristol

BS2 9DX

THEVOLUNTEER
TAVERN

BohemiaBristolHOPE&ANCHOR
THEVOLLY

TAVERN
CAMRA Pub of  the Year 2016

BOHEMIA@VOLUNTEERTAVERN.CO.UK


